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BYRON T. THOMASON, (Deceased Nov. 19,2011)
MARILYNN THOMASON, appellate, pro-se
485 N. 2 nd E., 105-273
Rexburg, ID 83440
208-356-7069

In the Supreme Court of Idaho
(from)
The District Court of the Seventh Judicial District,
In the State of Idaho
SECURITY FINANCIAL FUND, LLC, and
Idaho limited liability corporation,
Plaintiff-Counterdefendants-Respondent,

md
SECURITY FINACIAL SERVICES, INC.
an Idaho corporation; STRONG PAW
FIANACIAL SERVICES, LLC; STRONG
Idaho corporation, NORTHWEST TRUSTEE
SERVICES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Counterdefendants-Respondents,
v.

BYRON T. THOMASON and MARILYNN
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,2011)
M. Thomason, appellant, pro-se
485 N. 2"d East, 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
208-356-7069

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Appeal No. 37203-2009
from consolidated cases:
2007-34 and 2007-461

SUPPORTING
BRIEF ON
APPELLANT'S
MOTION FOR
REHEARING and
OBJECTION TO
JULY 6,2012
OPINION (NO. 112)
CONCLUSIONS/
FINDINGS/RELIEF
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THOMASON, husband and wife,
Defendant-Counterplaintiffs-Appellants
-------------------------------

I.

)
)
)

)

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR REHEARING and
OBJECTION TO OPINION NO.112-2012

TO THE HONORABLE JUSTICES OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE
GREAT STATE OF IDAHO and counsels to the respondents in these matters:
Pursuant to Idaho Appellant Rule (42), Appellant, Marilynn Thomason supports
her MOTION FOR REHEARING/RECONSIDERATION and OBJECTIONS to
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW and FACTS and PRAYS to the COURT for relief from
its conclusions of law, finding of facts, orders and its opinion no. 2012-112,

(Attached to this brief Exhibit A.I through 8) including any and all awards for
fees and costs for the legal counsels of the respondents with the following

SUPPORTING BRIEF and attached Exhibits: A-E: 45 pages total.
All facts recited and exhibits in Appellant's motion and Appellant's
following brief are within the personal and independent knowledge of the
Appellant, and Appellant signs this motion/brief in accordance to LA.R., Rule
11.2.
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,2011)
M. Thomason, appellant, pro-se
485 N. 2,,,1 East, 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
208-356-7069
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SUPPORTING BRIEF
II.

SUPPORTING BRIEF

CONSOLIDATED CASES CV- 2007-34 and 2007-461
The Appellant objects to the Idaho Supreme Court's 2012-112 opinion and
conclusion oflaw and facts as stated herein: In January 2005, respondents entered
into five (5) loan contracts (THOBY, THOBY2, THOBY3, THOBY4 and
THOBY5) with the appellants, including an escrow account that was later found to
be held and managed by respondents, illegally. Respondents failed to timely and
conectly apply monthly payments to the five accounts, THOBY, THOBY2,
THOBY3, THOBY4 and THOBY5, beginning in August 2005 and respondents
failed to fulfilled their oral contract to sell and close the Nelson Land (THOBY4)
sale before the end of December 2005 or before the escrow funds ran out, which
ran out after November 2005 payments. (Judicial Notice: District Court ROA:
Appellants filing June 9, 2008, ... Delivery of Documents to Special Master, page

1, 4-13, 59, 63 and 64: Attached to this Objection Brief as Exhibit B.1, 4-13,2730,59, 63, 64, 196 and 197)

B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,20 II)

M. Thomason, appellant, pro-se
n

485 N. 2 <l East, 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
208-356-7069
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On June 30 t \ 2005 respondents evidenced to the appellants and a third party
(Thomason Farms, Inc.) that respondents already had a buyer for the Nelson Land,
securing loan, THOBY4, and the sale would close before the end of December,
2005, resulting in a written commission agreement between the third party at the
time of the final loan (Judicial Notice: Appellants' Opening Brief Appendix,

Exhibit C.1-4 and Appellants Opening Brief page 5, line 1-12) (Attached to this
Objection to Opinion 2012-112, Exhibit C.1-5) and respondents'lownerimanager
Steven Howell, (who represented to appellants and third party he was a licensed
realtor) for the sale of the Nelson Land which caused the respondents to reduce the
Escrow Account Funds from the original $43,500.00 to the adjusted amount of

$34,952.00. (Judicial Notice: District Court Records, June 9, 2008 filing,
... Delivery Of Documents to Special Master, page 4, 5, 6 of 176 pages, line date
6130105, column EscrowITrust ... $43,500.00 and -$8,548.00; and page 64 of 176;
(ATTACHED TO THIS OBJECTION BRIEF, EXHIBIT B.1, 4, 11, 59, 63,

64, 197); (Judicial Notice: Appellants Appeal Brief, Appendix G.I-4; District
Court's

ROA

Appellants

September

21,

2007

filing

CV-2007-34

"Defendants ... Affidavit In Support For Motion To Compel Plaintiff to Respond To
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,2011)
M. Thomason, appellant, pro-se
485 N. 2"'1 East, 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
208-356-7069
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Discovery, Exhibit 12, pages 1-237, pages 59 and pages 196 and 197 and District
Court's ROA Appellants June 9, 2008 (consolidated cases CV-07-34 and CV-07461 Counterclaimants ... Delivery of Documents to Special Master, pages 1, 4, 5, 6,

7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 63, 64: Attached to this Supporting Brief, Exhibit B)
No evidence has been provided by respondents that Appellants breached
their contract with the respondents, however, respondents repeatedly breached their
contract with the Appellants by deliberately, maliciously and fraudulently failing to
timely post payments from the Escrow accounts, required to begin in August,
2005, forcing all five (5) accounts into foreclosure in 2005 and 2006, beginning
respondents' fraudulent acts of theft by breach of contract, misrepresentation,
fraud, interfering in payments to the accounts, illegal escrow account, mail fraud,
etc ... forcing the appellants to evidence at the District Court and to the Supreme
Court the acts of fraud upon the court, I.R.C.P. Rule 60(b)(6) (Judicial Notice:
District Court's ROA, Appellants' June 9, 2008, ... Delivery of Documents to
Special Master, page 4-10 and 18 of 176; District Court record, Appellants'
September 21, 2007, ... Affidavit [n Support For Motion To Compel Plaintiff To
Respond To Discovery, page 196-197, line item " 801. Escrow Holdback for
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,2011)

M. Thomason, appellant, pro-se
485 N. 2'''1 East, 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
208-356-7069
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payments - Security Financial ... $34,952.00) all done under the respondents illegal
complaint when the respondents and their legal counsels had both intrinsic and
extrinsic knowledge the respondents lost any and all standing to pursue any action
against the appellants, leaving the District COUli lacking subject matter
jurisdiction, issues of facts that have yet to be resolved by the requested jury trial.
The respondents first breached their contracts in August, 2005 when
immediately upon receiving the signed loan papers for THOBY5, respondents
failed to timely credit escrow payments to the five loans, respondents then sold any
and all their interest in all five loans to Zions Bank and forced all five loans into
foreclosure through Northwest Trustee Services, Inc, then fraudulently attempt to
prove standing, by fraudulently asserting under legal counsel's affidavit and using
the Northwest Trustee reconveyance documents from the 2005/2006 foreclosure
proceedings to fraudulently attempt to evidence Zions Bank released all
assignments.
For 3 Y2 years, respondents repeatedly had been granted summary judgments
on their foreclosure actions, with the district court denying the appellants their
right to their requested jury trial on breach of contract and other issues of fact. The
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,20 II)
M. Thomasoll, appellallt, pro-se
485 N. 2"'1 East, 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
208-356-7069
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court order both parties to file with the court jury instructions, yet upon the filings,
the court further denied the appellants their 14th amendment rights by dismissing
the trial and granting the respondents all relief, including abusing the district court
discretion by ignoring the rules of evidence and the statues of the Great State of
Idaho, regarding the requirements of filing and recording reassignments and
reconveyances. (Judicial Notice: District Court's ROA, Appellants August 31,
2009 "Objection to ... Responses to ... show standing ... , Ex B. 7, lines 6 ... " ... A
rubber stamp marked paid, with an alleged date, unsigned, not notarized and not
recorded is invalid before a court of law.

Idaho Code §§45-1203(l), 45-1203(2), 45-1203(3) and 45-1203(4) stating:
"Not less than 30 days after payment in full of the obligation secured .. , notice
shall be in substantially the following form and shall be accompanied by a copy of
the reconveyance to be recorded... ")
3 Y2 (three and one half) years after the assignments occurred and only days
before the District Court ordered (March 12, 2009) the Taylor Land securing the
last two notes (THOBY3 and THOBY5) to be sold at sheriff auction and only days
before the scheduled auction was to take place and only days before First
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,2011)
M. Thomason, appellant, pro-se
485 N. 2,,,1 East, 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
208-356-7069
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American Title Company did the title lien search for the pending Sheriff Auction
did First American Title Company file for and in behalf of Zions National Bank
the $1,010,000.00 assignment and liens against the loans and the appellants.
The appellants submitted the certified fIlings of the Zions Bank Assignments
to the court and all parties in the proceedings, (Judicial Notice: District Court

ROA: Appellants' March 17, 2009 filings). The District Court order respondents to
show standing resulting in the respondents in filing in their support of standing,
under the sworn affidavit of respondents legal counsel, alleging exhibits 1 though
12 evidenced Zions Bank released any and all liens / assignments, when the
respondents and the district court had intrinsic and extrinsic knowledge the
respondents exhibits 1-11, including the bogus affidavit of the respondents' legal
counsel, were mere releases, not by Zions Bank, but were the releases filed by
Northwest Trustee Services after the appellants paid off the illegal demands for
payments under the fraudulent foreclosures filed in Madison County, Idaho against
the appellants between 2006 and 2008. Not one of the exhibits 1-12, or the bogus
affidavit of the respondents' legal counsel evidence any legal release by Zions
Bank nor has Zions Bank or the respondents ever produce any evidence any
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,2011)
M. Thomason, appellant, pro-sc
485 N. 2"" East, 105-273
Rexburg. Idaho 83440
208-356-7069
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releases had been filed since the bogus statement filed under exhibit 12, which the
District Court ruled was sole and only hearsay, being stricken from the record,
abusing its discretion and damaging the respondents by ignoring exhibits 1-12 and
the fraudulent affidavit of legal counsel Attorney Hancock on August 21, 2009.

(Attached to this Objection Brief as Exhibit B. 27, 28, 29 and 30) Appellants'
"Objection to .... response to bench order to show cause ... " arguing LR.E. 803,
801, 701, 704 and 403, lines 6-18); (Judicial Notice: Appellants Opening Brief,
pages 21-24)
"Whether evidence is relevant is an issue of law and is always reviewed de
novo." State v Atkinson, 124 Idaho 816, 819, P.2d 654, 657 (Ct App. 1993) "The
inquiry is two-fold, we must first freely review and determine whether the proffered
evidence is relevant and secondly we evaluate whether the district court abused its
discretion in determining whether the probative value was outweighed by unfair
prejudice. "
"The burden of going forward is satisfied by the introduction of evidence
sufficient to permit reasonable minds to conclude that the presumed act does not
exist." Curlee v Kootenai County Fire & Rescue, 224 P.3d 458 (Idaho 2008)
B, Thomason (Deceased Nov, 19,2011)
M, Thomason. appellant, pro-se
485 N. 2'''1 East. 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
208-356-7069
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The court further abused its discretion by failing to evidence it weighed
conflicting evidence or for that matter judged the credibility of any witness or
affiant. Bramwell v South Rigby Canal Co., 136 Idaho 648, 39, P.3d 588 (2001),

LR.C.P. 52(a) The courts abuse their discretion when the evidence submitted by
the respondents to support their claim they had standing to sue per the exhibits 112 attached to the respondents legal counsel's affidavit, lacked any evidence the
exhibits and affidavit were true and correct and of personal knowledge or of any
reconveyance of assignment from Zions Bank to respondents. The only evidence
is the evidence in Exhibit I attached to the legal counsel' bogus affidavit, showing
in February 2009, Zions Bank filed their lien and demands for $1,010,000.00
against the appellants, and respondents failed to evidence any release had been
filed that removed the lien of$I,OIO,OOO.OO against the appellants.
"The question of compliance with the rules and evidence is one of law and
the Court abuses its discretion by failing to freely reviewing conclusions of law. "

Harney v Weatherby, 116 Idaho 904, 906-07, 781 P.2d 241, 243-44 (et App
1989); Kootenai Elec. Co-op. Inc. v Washington Water Power Co., 127 Idaho

B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,20 II)
M. Thomason, appellant, pro-se
485 N. 2'''' East, 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
208-356-7069
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432, 434, 901 P.2d 1333, 1335 (1995); Hagerman, 130 Idaho at 740, 947 P.2d at
413.
The respondents' legal counsel further violate the rules of evidence and the
district court abused its discretion by relying upon the fraudulent evidence and
respondents' legal counsel's fraudulent supporting affidavit when the district court
had both intrinsic and extrinsic knowledge the affidavit of the legal counsel of the
respondents was and is in violation of the rules of evidence and the affiant's
attached exhibits 1-12 were void of any and all evidence to support the claim Zions
Bank had released its assignment.
III. COURTS LACK SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION
RESPONDENTS LACK OF STANDING TO SUE
In the Appellants opening brief, Appellants fully and completely referenced
Appellants' Brief Appendix (Judicial Notice: Appellants Opening Brief page ii,'
page 1, line 16; page 3, line 15-17 through page 4,' page 5, line 5,' line 10; page 6,
line 4 and line 13,' page 8, line 13; page 11, line 5, 6 and 11,' page 13, line 13,
page 14, lines 7-12; page 16, line 7). Appellants' issues on appeal were stated and
argued issues of subject matter jurisdiction (LR.C.P. Rule 17(a)) (Judicial Notice:
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,2011)
M. Thomason, appellant, pro-se
485 N. 2"<1 East, 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
208-356-7069
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Appellants Opening Brief, page 3) when the respondents sold their interest in all
the loans, THOBY, THOBY2, THOBY3, THOBY4 and THOBY5, including the
Escrow Funds and Accounts to Zions Bank in 2005, (Judicial Notice: Appellants'

Objection to respondents' filing to show cause, Court Record, Filed August 31,
2009 with attached EX A.I-II of 50; Attached to this Brief as Exhibit D.I-7, 11
and 12).
The Supreme Court's decision that the lower court had general jurisdiction,
never addressing subject matter jurisdiction, abused its discretion when general
jurisdiction does not supersede any rights and/or claims to a court's jurisdiction
when the court lacks subject matter jurisdiction, nor can any party or any court
waive any rights regarding standing and subject matter jurisdiction.
The respondents' and their legal counsel maliciously, fraudulently and
knowingly falsified evidence, then the Court further denied Appellants'
constitutional rights to a fair and just trial and appeal by further relying on
respondents' assertions and misrepresented facts and unsupported conclusions of
law, furthering the denial of Appellant's Constitutional rights, (I.R.C.P. Rule

60(b)(6», knowing the affidavit (Attached to this brief Exhibit B.27, 28, 29 and
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,2011)
M. Thomason, appellant, pro-se
485 N. 2"d East, 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
208-356-7069
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30) of Attorney Hancock and his attached exhibits, 1 through 12 were not only

fraudulent, but deliberately created to deceive and misrepresent the truth,
evidenced by respondents own filings, under the exhibits 1-12, respondents nor
their legal counsels produce a single document nor statement that supports and/or
evidences the respondents claims of standing, knowing their fraudulent evidence
was submitted only to suppress and delay the truth that Zions Bank is and
remained a sole owner of the Appellants notes, THOBY, THOBY2, THOIB3,
THOBY4, THOBY5 and the ESCROW ACCOUNT and payments (EX B.1, 4, 5,
6, 7,8,9, 10, 11,12 and 13: attached to this Objection to Opinions).
"Standing (as with subject matter jurisdiction) is a threshold issue. Lack of
Standing may not be waived and when standing is raised as an issue, and can be
raised at any time, the focus is on the party seeking the relief, not on the merits of
the issues raised." Scona, Inc. v green Willow Trust, 133 Idaho 283, 28, 985
P.2d 1145,1150 (1990)
(Judicial Notice: Appellants Opening Brief, page 3) stating in part "I.C.
§28-3-205(2); I.C. §28-3-301; I.C. §45-1502 and I.C. §45-1502(3) Reusser v
Wachovia Bank, 525 F.3d 855 (9 th Cir 2008); Brown v Sobczak, 369 B.R. 512,
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,20 II)

M. Thomason, appellant, pro-se
485 N. 2"d East, 105-273
Rexburg. Idaho 83440
208-356-7069
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517-18 (fjh Cir BAP 2007) "All moving parties seeking relief under a judicial
foreclosure under a judicial foreclosure MUST be the party holding the note to be
the real party of interest. I.R.C.P. Rule 17(a)(l).
After, and only after, respondents were granted a judgment allowing the
respondents to sell the last secured land, known as the Taylor Land, securing loans
THOBY 3 and THOBY5, the last of the five (5) loans, with the district court

issuing an order that all liens filed against the land were to be paid in full at the
time of the sheriff auction. then and only then, did Zion's bank come forward and
file a $1,01 0,000.00 (one million ten thousand dollar) lien against the identical five
(5) loans, lands and the appellants, of which remains the sole record in Madison
County, Idaho and Zions Bank and no other entity has filed any release and/or
reversal to the liens filed by Zions Bank, leaving RESPONDENTS still lacking
standing to sue at the threshold and throughout their fraudulent case and leaving
the District Court lacking in all Jurisdiction of Subject Matter, which is not
waivable at any time, nor can be waived or consented to or by any party or court
and lack of subject matter jurisdiction can be asserted at anytime, even at the time
of appeal, by any person and/or court, even if a final judgment has been rendered,
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,2011)
M. Thomason, appellant, pro-se
485 N. 2"" East, 105-273
Rex burg, Ida ho 83440
208-356-7069
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court orders have been acted upon, including any and all judgments and decisions
on appeal or post appeal, have been rendered. Appellant fully and completely
objects to any assertion that appellant's rights are waived, knowing at no time can
any party waive and/or agree to waive any rights when the court lacks subject
matter jurisdiction.
"Subject matter jurisdiction is a key requirement for the justifiability of a
claim and cannot be waived or be consented to by the parties or court. " McGrew v

McGrew, 139 Idaho 551, 558, 82 P.3d 833 (2003); Puphal v Puphal, 105 Idaho
302, 669 P.2d 191 (1983); Troupis v Summers, 148 Idaho 77, 79,218 P.3d 1138,
1140 (2009); Andre v Marrow, 106 Idaho 455, 459, 680 P.2d 1355, 1359 (1984);
Sierra Life Ins. Co. v Granata, 99 Idaho 624, 626-27, 586 P.2d 1068, 1070-71
(1978) "Subject Matter Jurisdiction is a key requirement for the justification of a
claim and cannot be waived by the consent of its parties. "

Further denying the Appellants equal protection under the laws of the United
States Constitution, the Idaho Constitution and the laws and rules of the Great
State of Idaho when the Court had scheduled oral argument for the appeal, and the
Court abused its discretion when the court denied Appellant her right to oral
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,20 II)
M. Thomason, appellant, pro-se
485 N. 2,,,1 East, 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
208-356-7069
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argument via telephonic or have the Oral Argument rescheduled for a future date,
when the Appellant evidenced the Appellant had open sores from shingles making
traveling very difficult and the Appellant was still contagious from the shingles at
the time of the scheduled oral argument.
The Court denied the Appellant any legal rights to oral argument and issued
its decision denying appellant equal protection under the law, denying the
appellant her 14th Amendment Rights under the Equal Protection Clause of the
United States Constitutional and Aliicle V, Section 20 of the Idaho Constitution,
which Appellants Petition for Rehearing/Reconsideration which also included the
granting of respondents costs and fees, at which time the appellant was denied the
legal right to present evidence and argue attorney fees and costs at oral argument,
perI.A.R. 41(b). (District Courts ROAAugust 31,2009: "Objection ... responses to
bench order to show cause ... " lines 26-27, "Violation under Due Process Clause
of the Us. 1lh Amend ... "; Attached to this Objection Brief Exhibit D. 11-12)
IV.

I.R.C.P. Rule 60(b) and 60(b)(6) FRAUD UPON THE COURT

The Appellants filed for an appeal, with stated issues on appeal of court's
lack of jurisdiction, respondents' lack of standing, fraud upon the court, and abuse
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,2011)
M. Thomason, appellant, pro-se
485 N. 2'''1 East, 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
208-356-7069
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of the court's discretion of which after the Court's delays regarding clerk's court
dockets, the court clerk supplied to the Idaho Supreme Court and to the
respondents' legal counsel disks that allegedly included all the files the Appellants
properly requested in their notice of appeal and paid in excess of $900.00 (nine
hundred dollars), but deliberately served upon the Appellants different bogus disks.
After receiving the discs the Appellants immediately informed all parties the discs
were fraudulently prepared for the Appellants by the District Court when the
Appellants discs were a 'tiff' high definition color photo program that uses tens of
thousands ofpixs per single page copy (used for 35 mm high definition color photo
- generally used for the purpose of evidence photos) resulting in one full disc only
being able to store approximately 3 total pages of requested documents. I.R.C.P.
Rule 60(b)-Fraud by mistake and 60(b)(6)-Fraud Upon The Court; (Judicial

Notice: Appellants Opening Brief, page 3-4 and Appendix Exhibit A.1-27 ofA-G).

Fraud applies to everything and anything calculated to deceive. When an attorney,
cOUli clerk, and/or any other officer of the court does anything to deceive, whether
in a courtroom, courthouse, outside the court, anywhere and/or at anytime, whether
it be by direct falsehood, presenting of false information, altered information, by
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,20 II)

M. Thomason, appellant, pro-se
485 N. 2"'1 East, 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
208-356-7069
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innuendo, by speech or by silence, a look, spoken word or a gesture, he commits
fraud.

Idaho Supreme Court in (Rae - appellant) docket no. 33996 (2008),

opinion no. 72, June 6, 2008, (citing) Hazel-Atlas Co v Hartford Empire Co. 322
US 238, 246, (1944); Black's Law Dictionary 8th Ed: Fraud includes the
suppression of the truth, as well as, the presentation offalse information. "In re:

Witt (1991) 145 Ill. 2d 380, 583, 583 N.E. 2d 526, 531, 164 III Dec 610
" .. ./raud ... even

if it

does not harm any party ... any attempt by an officer of the

court, which includes an attorney, a court clerk, a sitting judge, to deceive is
considered fraud and when the attempt to deceive, misrepresent or suppress the
truth occurs involving a judicial proceeding, it is fraud upon the court. " I.R.C.P.
Rule 60(b)(6)

Though the Appellants supplied referenced court documents under the
Appellants' Opening Brief Appendix, the Court totally ignored the Appendix /
Appellants' Exhibits, resulting in serious enors and misrepresentation of facts and
conclusions of law.
When findings of facts are not supported by evidence, as with the courts'
orders, opinions and decisions an appeal or motion for reconsideration is not
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19.20 II)
M. Thomason. appellant, pro-se
485 N. 2'''1 East. 105-273
Rexburg. Idaho 83440
208-356-7069
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unreasonable, Reed v Reed, 137 Idaho 53, 62, 44 P.3d 1108, 1117, (2002) forcing
the Appellant to file for a motion for reconsideration/rehearing and objecting to the
Court's finding of facts and conclusions oflaw.
I.R.C.P., Rule 60(b )(a) 'clerical mistake' is used to make the records speak
the truth Dursteler v Dursteler, 112 Idaho 594, 597, 733 P.2d 815, 818 (et App

1987) which the opinion no. 2012-112 findings of facts are false, deliberately
misleading and misrepresenting the true facts of the consolidated cases in these
matters which asserted the misrepresented facts and conclusions of law are the
fundamental basis for the Court's opinion and judgments, denying the Appellants
equal justice under the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution and the Idaho Constitution. (I.R.C.P. RULE 60(a) and (b)).
Appellants included with their Opening Brief and a full and complete
OPENING BRIEF APPENDIX (Judicial Notice: Appellants Opening Brief, Table
of Contents ii, Brief Pages referencing Appendix: 3, 5, 6, 11, 13, 14, 15 and 16) of

all documents in the R.O.A. which the Appellants referenced in their appeal briefs.
Appellants received no objections to the Appendix of which the Appellants fully
and completely made all proper references to in support of their arguments and
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,20 II)
M. Thomason, appellant, pro-se
485 N. 2"<1 East, 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
208-356-7069
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references to R.O.A. documents. The Court ignored the issue of the fraudulent
discs to the Appellant knowing the Appellants were singled out to have bogus
ROA discs sent to the Appellants deliberately to undermine the Appellants rights
to a fair and just appeal, denying Appellants equal protection under the law.
(Judicial Notice: Appellants Appeal Brief Appendix Exhibit B.l-ll (CV-2007-34)

and Exhibit B.12-14 (CV-2007-461))

Appellants are entitled to relief from any and all judgments and/or decrees
when clerical mistakes are made and/or when fraud has been acted upon the
Appellants, as in this case. (I.R.C.P. Rule 60(a) and (b)) states in part: "I.R.C.P.
Rule 60(a): "Clerical mistakes in ... parts of the record and errors therein arising

from oversight or omission may be made by the court at any time of its own
initiative ... During the pendency of an appeal, such mistakes may be so corrected
before ... and thereafter while the appeal is pending may be so corrected." The

appellants submitted their referenced documents under their Appendix, yet were
denied any right to obtain any references by the respondents as to the references to
the clerk's records.
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"I.R.C.P. Rule 60(b)(1) states in part: " ... initially presents question offact
to be determined by the trial court," Hearst Corp v Keller, 100 Idaho 10, 11, 592

P.2d 66, 67 (1979)

In general, the motion is to be committed to the sound

discretion of a trial court; Clear Springs Trout Co. v Anthony, 123 Idaho 141,

143, 845P.2d 559,561 (1992), I.R.C.P. Rule 60(b) allows a court to " ... relieve a
party from afinal judgment, order or proceeding ... " for various reasons, including
(3) fraud, misrepresentation or other misconduct. Bull v Leake, 109 Idaho 1044,

1047,712 P.2d 745, 748 (CtApp 1986)
I.R.C.P. Rule 60(b) further states that it " ... does not limit the power of a
court to entertain an action to relieve a party from a judgment, order or
proceeding or to set aside a judgment for fraud upon the court ... ", Compton v

Compton, 101 Idaho 328, 333, 612 P.2d 1175, 1180 (1980); Eliopulos v Idaho
State Bank, 129 Idaho 104, 108-09, 922 P.2d 401, 405-06 (Ct App 1996). The
U.S. Supreme Court has held that all courts, including district, state and appellate
cOUlis, have the inherent power to investigate judgments obtained by fraud and
may do so on behalf of all effected by the fraud, Universal Oil Products Co. v
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Root Refining Co., 328 U.S. 575, 580, 66 S. Ct. 1176,1179, 90 L.Ed., 1447, 1452
(1946).
The Appellants were denied a fair and just appeal by trickery when the court
clerk deliberately created fraudulent, incomplete and misleading discs to the
Appellants, furthered the trickery by asserting discs would be corrected, without
any motion, and then having the Appellants references to the Appellants Appendix
ignored during the Appellants appeal.
The Respondents filed their motion for fees and costs which lacked any and
all proper breakdown of what costs and fees were incurred in the total figure; why
the costs and fees were necessary; or how and why the costs and fees were
reasonable. (I.A.R. Rules 40(a-c) and 41(a), 41(d))
The respondents were required to include such accounting within 14
(fourteen) days after the issuance ofthe final court order, which the Idaho Supreme
Court issued on July 6, 2012. No mandatory breakdown and explanation has been
served upon the appellant since.
Yet, despite the failure to properly include a full and complete breakdown of
any and all costs and fees within the required time frame, the respondents' legal
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counsels are not entitled to any fees and costs when the court lacks any and all
subject matter jurisdiction in any pOliion of these proceedings where the
respondents sought any judicial relief, including at the appeal level.
Even if the respondents did have standing to sue and the court did have
subject matter jurisdiction in these matter, which the District Court and the Idaho
Supreme Court lacks as to granting any judicial relief to the respondents and/or
their legal counsels, the respondents, their legal counsels, the court, the title
company nor the Madison County Sheriff Office have failed served upon any
appellant any accounting of the $4,358,245.00 (four million three hundred and
fifty-eight thousand two hundred and forty-five dollars) of alleged auctioned land
proceeds, where the funds went to, who was paid off per the fraudulent court
orders and when and/or where the District Court issued any order to have any
residual proceeds held in escrow with the court.
Additionally, the respondents and their legal counsels acted during these
proceedings in deliberate, malicious, wanton, bad faith, fraudulently and with
unclean hands, and as argued (Judicial Notice: Appellant Appeal Opening Brief,

page 16, lines 10-.18, page 17) any granting of summary judgment is simply a
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procedural step and does not constitute a judgment. University Life Ins. Co., 144

Idaho at 756, 171 P.3d at 247 and because both parties requested trial by jury the
courts further its abuse of discretion by denying the appellants their legal rights to
a fair and just trial by jury for issues of breach of contract, unclean hand, fraud, and
damages. (Judicial Notice: Appellants Opening Appeal Brief, page 17-18)
Legal fees and costs are further fraudulent when such claims resulted from
unclean hands on the part of the attorneys of the respondents and/or the
respondents, themselves.
The legal counsels for the respondents created fraudulent certified mailing
documents, (Judicial Notice: Appellants Opening Briefpage 15, Appendix Exhibit

E; ROA July 6, 2009, Amended Motion of Fraud ... Exhibits A-C) alleging they had
sent certified letters to the appellants, submitted the fraudulent certified mailing
documents, under sworn affidavit, even going to the deliberate and malicious act to
sign the documents as if in fact the United States Postal Service had delivered the
documents, when in fact the United States Postal Service evidenced by sworn
affidavit the fraudulent certified mailings were in fact never mailed nor processed
by the United States Postal Service, which were all created and submitted as
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,2011)
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evidence by the respondents legal counsels in these matters, which directly
affected the appellants rights and the outcome of the case.

(I.R.C.P. Rule

60(b)(6)) Mail fraud and falsification of evidence in these proceedings, by any

officer of the court, is acting in bad faith, fraud upon the court and a violation of
the appellants' 14th amendment rights under the United States Constitution - Equal
Protection Clause.
Unclean hands allows " ... a court to deny equitable relief to a litigant on the

grounds that conduct had been inequitable, unfair and dishonest or fraudulent and
deceitful as to the controversy at issue, governed by equitable principles ", Sword

v Sweet, 140 Idaho, 242, 251, 92 P.3d 492, 501 (2004); Compton v Compton, 101
Idaho at 334, 612 P.2d at 1181; Frantz v Parke, 111 Idaho 1005, 1007-08, 729
P.2d 1068, 1070-71 (Ct App 1986); Wing v Munns, 123 Idaho 493,500, 849 P.2d
954, 961 (Ct App 1992).

Further stating when fraud is committed by trickery

(extrinsically) preventing (Appellants) from properly asserting their claims,
defenses and/or introducing evidence, it becomes a tampering with the
administration of justice ... a wrong against the very institution set up to protect and
safe guard the public. Compton v Compton, 334, 612 P.2d at 1181; Hazel-Atlas
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Glass Co., v Hartford Empire Co., 322 U.S. 238, 246, 64 S. Ct. 997, 1001, 88
L.Ed 1250, 1255 (1944); Catledge v Transport Tire Co. Inc., 107 Idaho 602, 607,
69, P.2d 1217, 1222 (1984). Appellant's are not barred by any reasonable time

limits when such fraud upon the court is presented to the courts, Gregory v

Hancock, 81 Idaho 221, 340 P.2d 108 (1959).

Appellants argument, I.R.C.P.

Rule 60(b)(6) is not a novel argument, which Appellants had fully argued, with
citations of statutes and rules at the district court and the Supreme Court level,
leaving attorney fees and costs under I.C. §12-121 or I.C. §12-123 inappropriate,

Weaver v Stafford, 134 Idaho 691, 701, 8P.3d 1234, 1244 (2000).
In Rae - appellant, Idaho Supreme Court, docket no. 33996 (2008) opinion
no. 72.

"In their "Analysis" stated I.R.C.P. Rule 60(b) recognizes that courts

have the inherent power to set aside a judgment for fraud upon the court. The
Term fraud upon the court contemplates .. , the presence of such tampering with the
administration o.fjustice as to suggest a wrong against the institutions set up to
protect and safeguard the public ... " quoting Hazel - Atlas Glass Co. v Hartford
Empire Co., 322 U.S. 238, 246 (1944)
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(Judicial Notice: Appellants

"O~jection

to Attorney Fees and Costs and

Motion for Relieffrom Judgment",jile with the Idaho Supreme Court Clerk on July
20, 2012; for additional argument and citation of authority and Idaho Rules and
Statutes)
The respondents legal counsels further commit acts of fraud upon the court

(I.R.C.P. Rule 60(b)(6)) when the respondents legal counsel received funds timely
and in full and then fraudulently, maliciously, and with deliberate intent to commit
fraud, under sworn affidavit, submits the fraudulent claim the appellants never
timely made the required payments for stay (Judicial Notice: Appellants Brief,

page 13-14 and Appendix Exhibits D) further acted upon by the district court and
the supreme court, further fraudulently stating the appellants made no payments in
2006, when the respondents, the court's memorandum and the special master all
evidence the payments were made, but the respondents did not apply the payments
to the loans, though the payments were made timely, evidenced in their own
previous affidavits showing the appellants did make all the payments timely,
including their own accounting evidencing the escrow account in the possession of
the respondents, the respondents were making payments on all five accounts from
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the escrow account, the accounts were current, per their own accounting records
when the respondents fraudulently and without standing foreclosed upon all the
accounts without any legal rights to do so, without standing and in a court that
lacked subject matter jurisdiction. (ATTACHED TO THIS OBJECTION

BRIEF, Exhibit B.1, 4,5,6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13)
The acts of fraud brings the respondents and their legal counsels to the table
with unclean hands, even if they had standing to sue or the comi had subject matter
jurisdiction, which neither have. "Equitable Doctrine is based on the maxim that

he who comes into equity must come with clean hands. " Gilbert v Nampa School

District, No. 131, 104 Idaho 137, 145, 657 P.2d 1, 9 (1983) Equitable Doctrine of
Unclean Hands allows a court to deny equitable relief on the ground that his
conduct has been "inequitable, unfair and dishonest, or fraudulent and deceitful as

to the controversy at issue." Gilbert ... 104 Idaho 137, 145, 657 P.2d 1, 9 (1983)

(et App 1993); 27 Am. Jur. 2d Equity §126 (1996); United States Supreme
Court, Precision Instrument Manufacturing Co v Automotive Maintenance Co.
(1945)
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Just as the respondents' legal counsel used their affidavit and evidence of
reconveyance (Affidavit of R. William Hancock, Jr. August 21 S\ 2009 (Attached

to this brief, Exhibit B. 27, 28, 29 and 30) which included his exhibits 1-12 only exhibit 12 being stricken from the record as hearsay by the court) (I.R.E
80I(c)) (Judicial Notice: Appellants Opening Brief, pages 21-25; R.O.A.
Appellants, August 31,2009 affidavit/brief/evidence page 1-26 and Exhibit A.I-50,
referencing page 21-23 of motion brief), knowing the law of reconveyance in the
Great State of Idaho, being an attorney with the law firm of the respondents' legal
counsels, knows the unverified stamped, non-notarized and non-filed, nonrecorded release/reconveyance are invalid and a fraudulent and deliberate attempt
to deceive the court, so the court would rely on the legal counsels' fraudulent
affidavit and exhibits to perpetrate additional layers of fraud upon the court.
(Judicial Notice: Appellants Opening Brief, page 21-24, which reads in part "A
party has no right to present irrelevant evidence ... Rules of Evidence effectively
safeguards against the admission of conjectural inferences ... ")
The respondents and their legal counsels' intentional conduct to withhold
evidence, deliberately produce fraudulent hearsay evidence aimed only to have the
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court rely on the fraudulent evidence and used to delay, harass, misrepresent facts,
as well as, respondents' legal counsels deliberate acts in committing mail fraud,
acts of fraud upon the court, perjury, all having an immediate and necessary
relation to the matter before the courts, all deliberately and intentionally
orchestrated to misrepresent and conceal the truth for the purpose to deny the
Appellants to a fair and just trial and appeal, from the onset of the case and before,
coming into the case with unclean hands. Gilbert v Nampa School District No.

131,104 Idaho 137, 145, 657 P.2d 1,9, (1983) "Clean Hands Doctrine ... allows a
court to deny equitable relief to a litigant on the grounds that his conduct has been
inequitable, unfair, dishonest, fraudulent or deceitful as to the controversy at issue,

Hoopes v Hoopes, 124 Idaho 518, 522, 861 P.2d 88, 92 (et App 1993); 27 Am.
Jur. 2d Equity §126 (1996.)
The District Court ordered the respondents to show standing and in response
to the order the respondents submitted on August 21 S\ 2009 twelve (12) exhibits to
support their fraudulent claim of standing with no affidavit of any respondent,
Zions Bank, First American Title Co. but a bogus affidavit (ATTACHED TO
THIS BRIEF, EXHIBIT B.27, 28, 29 and 30) by legal counsel R. William
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Hancock, Jr. fraudulently, maliciously and deliberately alleging (Attached to this

brief, Exhibit B.27, 28, 29 and 30) his included 12 exhibits support the
respondents standing because exhibits 1-12 show that Zions Bank released any and
all claims to any previous assignments, when in fact exhibits 1-12 only evidence
that:
Exhibit 1: respondents assigned to Zions Bank any and all interest in the five (5)
loans beginning in September 29, 2005;
Exhibit 2: evidences no reconveyance of any assignment from Zions Bank back to
the respondents, only respondents request to Northwest Trustee Services, Inc. to
reconvey after respondents fraudulently had Northwest Trustee Services, Inc.
foreclose on loan THOBY after the appellants paid the illegal demands to
respondents on July 25, 2008, nothing from Zions Bank evidencing any
reconveyance from Zions Bank to respondents.
Exhibit 3: Is strictly a foreclosure reconveyance after respondents had Northwest
Trustee Services, Inc. fraudulently foreclosed upon loan THOBY and the
appellants were forced to pay respondents illegal demands, resulting in Northwest
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Trustee Services, Inc. to issue a reconveyance on August 26, 2008, again, nothing
from Zions Bank evidencing any reconveyance of assignment back to respondents.
Exhibit 4 and 5: Are the reconveyance by NOlihwest Trustee Services, Inc. after
the appellants were force to sell 11.8 acres of the land securing THOBY2, to pay
off the demands from Northwest Trustee Services, Inc. in July of 2007.

The

stamped "Assignment released by Zions First National Bank" is void of any
required notary and the alleged note dated 211 0/06 had never been recorded in any
County Recording Office.
Exhibit 6,7, 8,9 and 10: Are the documents from loan THOBY4 that were issued
after the appellants were forced to sell the land securing loan 4.
Exhibit 11: Is a mere stamp on a promissory note, with no evidence by any party
that Zions Bank released it assignment back to respondents, as argued in appellants
August 31, 2009 "Objection to Counterplaintiffs responses to bench order to show

standing with in 7 (seven) days ... Motion to strike ... Fraud Upon the Court ... Relief
from Judgments".
Exhibit 12, pages 1-4: Were stricken from the record as mere hearsay by the
district court, when in fact the court severely abused its discretion by accepting any
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of the 12 exhibits and the bogus affidavit of respondents legal counsel in suppOli of
respondents requirement to show standing.
The District Court abused its discretion when the appellants recorded
objections argued not only the issues of hearsay and the court abused its discretion
by failing to strike exhibits 1-11 when appellant evidenced the exhibits 1-11 were
not only lacking in any evidence of assignment releases not associated with
foreclosure proceedings of Northwest Trustee Services, but that appellants fully
argued and the court abused its discretion ignoring state law which requires any
reconveyance to be notarized and recorded in the county.

v.

COURTS CONTINUE TO LACK SUBJECT MATTER
JURISDICTION

The appellant's legal rights of equal protection have been denied by both
courts, as stated previously in these proceedings and in this brief, which rights are
equal to all and any such denial of equal protection is grounds for immediate
reversal of any and all judgments, dismissal for mistrial, or granting relief to the
respondents.
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The denial of appellant's legal rights, of equal protection, were deliberately
and maliciously denied to the appellants by the respondents, respondents legal
counsels, the court clerk and the courts, who knowingly lacked subject matter
jurisdiction at the time it rendered its fraudulent decisions and denied the
appellants equal protection under the United States and the Idaho Constitutions.
The llh Amendment rights under the United States Constitution

Equal

Protection Clause and the Idaho Constitution, Article V, Section 20, provides
courts shall have original jurisdiction in all cases, both of law and in equity. This
issue is so fundamental to the propriety of a court's action that subject matter
jurisdiction can never be waived or consented to and a court has a sua sponte duty
to ensure that it has subject matter jurisdiction and orders made without subject
matter jurisdiction are void and are subject to collateral attack, and are not
entitled to recognition by any court nor by any state under the full faith and credit
clause of the United States Constitution. Sierra L~fe Ins. Co. v Granata, 99 Idaho

624, 626-27, 586 P.2d 1068, 1070-71 (1978) further stating "All orders, decisions,
opinions, memorandums issued by any judicial agency that lacks subject matter
jurisdiction are void, not merely voidable.
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The celiified evidence in the R.O.A. evidenced, the recorded lien /
assignments from respondents to Zions Bank, the title report showing Zions Bank
listed as a lien holder in the scheduled foreclosure sheriff sale, respondents sold
any and all interest in any of the five (5) accounts, leaving them without standing
to sue for collection upon the debt and/or to foreclose upon the debt. Appellants
evidenced at the district level and in their appeal briefs that Zions Bank never
released nor reassigned back to respondents any rights and/or claim on the five (5)
loans, leaving the respondents lacking in standing to sue at the threshold of the
case, throughout the past six (6) years of litigation and during the fraudulent selling
of lands of the appellants, in excess of four million (4,000,000) dollars of real
property. Every action must be prosecuted in the name of the real paliy in interest
at the threshold of the case (I.R.C.P. Rule 17(a» one who has a real, actual,
material or substantial interest in the subject matter of the action.

Caughey v

George Jensen & Sons, 74 Idaho 132, 134-35, 258 P.2d 357, 359 (1953):
(Judicial Notice: Appellants Opening Brief, page 3, which reads in part: "I.R.C.P.
Rule 17(a)(l) When the respondents lacked standing to sue, the district court lacks
subject matter jurisdiction and personal jurisdiction ... ") Appellants evidenced the
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respondents sold 100% of all their interest in the loans and the land securing the
loans, and then Zions Bank evidenced they solely owned the loans and security in
the loans when Zions Bank filed liens against the lands, notes and the Appellants
only days after the court issued its fraudulent court order and only days before the
lands were to be sold at sheriff auction, which would grant the respondents their
fraudulent court order money judgment plus Zions Bank their 1 million dollar lien.
The respondents permanently lost any and all interest in the five (5) loans
and/or the lands securing the five (5) loans when respondents sold 100% of all
their interest to Zions Bank in 2005 and Zions Bank evidenced, as late as 2012,
that Zions Bank has never reassigned or sold back to respondents any portion or
any interest in the five (5) loans (THOBY, THOBY2, THOBY3, THOBY4 or
THOBY5), leaving the respondents lacking standing to sue at the threshold of the
consolidated cases, during the case, or throughout the appeal process. Issues of
standing and real party in interest are constitutional issues, which the courts abused
their discretion by brushing aside the lack of standing and subject matter
jurisdiction, Fisk v Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines, Ltd, 141 Idaho 290, 292, 108

P.3d 990, 992 (2005). In Idaho, even though a party may have capacity to sue
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without being a real party in interest (59 AM, Jur. 2D Parties §43 (2009)) real
party in interest status must be demonstrated before a suit can proceed, which
respondents not only failed to demonstrate, but committed fraud upon the court to
commit their criminal act oftheft.
I.A.R. 11 states in part: "A question of subject matter jurisdiction is

fundamental; it cannot be ignored when brought to our attention and should be
addressed prior to consideration on the merits of an appeal" State v Kavajec, 139
Idaho 482, 483, 80 P.3d 1083, 1084 (2003);

quoting Idaho Supreme Court,

appeal no. 34086, opinion no. 38 (2008) (Savage-appellant) May 13, 2008;
further stating, "Even ofjurisdiction questions are not raised by the parties, we are

obligated to address them ... the question of a court's jurisdiction of subject matter
is a question of law ... (A) party's challenge to a court's subject matter jurisdiction,
even

if tardy may be raised, even for the first time on appeal, and may not be

waived by the parties" citing State v Armstrong, 146 Idaho 372, 374, 195 P.3d

731, 733 (Ct. App 2008); State v McCathy, 133 Idaho 119, 122, 982 P.2d 954 (Ct.
App. 1999). Further stating, "Standing and subject matter jurisdiction can be ...
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raised sua sponte, by a trial or appellate court. " State v Kavajecz, 139 Idaho 482,
483,80 P.3d 1083, 1084 (2004); Armstrong, 146 Idaho at 374,195 P.3d at 733.
Also stating " ... a court's jurisdiction is a question of law ... If a motion is
flIed for which a court lacks

su~ject

matter jurisdiction, the court 's

on~y

authority

is to deny the motion for lack of subject matter jurisdiction. Cf LR. c.P. Rule
12(g)(4) "Whenever it appears by suggestion (or evidence given as the appellants
have done at the district level and the appeal level) of the party or otherwise that
the court lacks jurisdiction of the subject matter, the court SHALL dismiss the
action" quoting: Idaho Supreme Court, appeal no. 35441, appeal no. 35441,
opinion no. 1, 2010, January 7, 2010 (Peterson - appellant); "A district court's
orders, decrees, decisions and judgments are void when the district court lacked
subject matter jurisdiction and any and all subsequent orders, decisions, decrees
and judgments are as well void (not merely voidable) even when issued in a
subsequent action based on a void order, decree, decision or judgment and/or by a
subsequent judge or appeal.

All other issues are moot and must be dismissed

before the court addresses the merits of the case. Idaho Supreme Court, appeal
no. 35441, opinion no. 1, 2010, January 7, 2010 (Peterson - appellant)
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"Jurisdiction issues are questions of law.

"Capstar Radio, July 26, 2010, appeal

no. 35120, opinion no. 86 (2010) Coeur d'Alene, April 2010 Term (Lawrenceappellant) citing TJT, Inc. 148 Idaho at 826,230 P.3d at 436 (citing) Christian v
Mason, 148 Idaho 149, 151, 219 P.3d 473, 475 (2009), which each court abused
its discretion by ignoring.
Not only did the respondents fail to evidence any standing to sue at the
threshold of the cases that were consolidated, at the last hour Zions Bank
evidenced the respondents were not the real party in interest, that Zions Bank was
the real party in interest and remains the sole party in interest, evidencing
additional deliberate, malicious, vicious fraud upon the court (I.R.C.P. Rule
60(b)(6)) which requires that fraud upon the court be stated in particularity,
McDaniel v Inland Northwest Renal Care Group - Idaho, LLC. 144 Idaho 219,
221-22, 159 P.3d 856, 858-59 (2007) (Judicial Notice: Appellants Opening Brief,
page 23-24; which reads in part: " ... I.R.C.P. Rule 60(b) and 60(b)(6) Golder v
Golder, 100 Idaho 57, 59, 714 P.2d 26, 28 (1986) allows relief to those parties
adversely effected by the acts offraud, misconduct, (court clerk mistake) whether
by the respondents, their legal counsel and/or the lower court's judges ",
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19.2011)
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including any evidence which evidences the respondents and/or the court/clerks
committed fraud upon the court and/or violated Idaho Rules of Evidence, I.R.E.
801 and 401,

which reads in part, "to the determination of the action more

probable or less probable than it would be without the evidence.

For any

statement or evidence to be a judicial admission, the statement must be a
deliberate, clear and unequivocal statement of a party about concrete fact within
the party's personal knowledge. Cordova v Bonneville Cnty. Joint Sch. Dist. No.

93,144 Idaho 637, 641 n.3 167 P.3d 774, 778 n.3 (2007) , (Judicial Notice: ROA
Appellants filing August 31, 2009 "Objection ... to responses to show standing .. ')
lines 79-80)
All Court( s) are barred from disregarding any error or defect that denies a
party their legal rights. Idaho Power Co. v Cogeneration, Inc. docket no. 24865

(July 13, 2000) Idaho Supreme Court: I.R.C.P. Rule 61 " ... a court cannot
disregard any error or defect in any proceeding which affect the substantial rights
of the parties ", which the Courts abused their discretion by denying the appellants
equal protection under the law.

VI.

DENIAL OF DEMANDED JURY TRIAL

B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,2011)
M. Thomason, appellant, pro-se
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On the 15t day of February, 2007, the Appellants filed for a DEMAND FOR
TRIAL BY JURY (Judicial Notice: COURT ROA Feb 2, 2007 "Defendants'
Demand for a trial by Jury) as did the respondents on March 25, 2009, the day
after respondents responded to the appellants countercomplaint March 24, 2009) ,
nearly one year late, never responding to original complaint, CV -2007 -461, only
filing a notice of appearance on June 4, 2007. The court held the pre-trial hearing
on June 29, 2009, ordering each party to supply trial and jury instruction, which the
appellants timely responded to (ROA July 16, 2009, July 17, 2009 and July 21,
2009). Only days before the scheduled trial, the court abused its discretion when it
granted to the respondents 100% of all their demands and dismissed 100% of all
the appellants' counterclaims against the respondents in the consolidated case,
severely abusing the district court discretion and denying the respondents their
legal

14th

Amendments Rights of Equal Protection under the U.S. Constitution

to a fair and unbiased trial by ignoring the rules of evidence and the state statues
regarding reconveyance.
The right to present a defense is protected by the 6th Amendment of the

U.S. Constitution and the 14th Amendment under the Equal Protection
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,2011)
M. Thomason, appellant. pro-se
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Clause. Washington v Texas, 388 U.S. 14, 19, 87 S. Ct. 1920, 18 L.Ed 2d 1019
(1967) (quoting) Idaho State v Meister, Doc. No. 35048, July 7,2009. "This right
is a fimdamental element of due process of law. "Id. The right to present a defense
includes the right to offer testimony of witnesses, compel their attendance and to
present the defendant/plaintiffs version of the facts "to the injury so it may decide
where the truth lies. "
The Court further abused its discretion when it alleged the appellants failed
to object to the special master's report when the court ROA shows the appellants
timely filed their objections and evidence, with proper arguments and citations to
laws and rules in the Great State of Idaho on March 9, 2008, April 3, 2008, and
District Court's ROA:

CV-2007-34, November 10, 2008 (five filings):

"DefendantslCounterplaintiffs ... Notice Of Hearing, ... Motion To Strike .. .Motion
Objecting to Special Master's Alleged Findings ... Hearing Held On January 5,
2009, Rexburg, Madison County, Idaho (Attached to this brief as Exhibit E.1-3)
leaving one to only imagine what was on the disc's the district court served upon
the Idaho Supreme Court and the respondents, which the appellants have yet to
have any evidence of, seeing the discs given to the appellants are what are printed
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,2011)
M. Thomason, appellant, pro-se
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and disclosed to the Justices of the Idaho Supreme Court in the Appellants Appeal
Opening Brief Appendix, Exhibit A or what brief the Idaho Supreme Court claims
it read when the opinion 2012-112 states: page 3, line 23

I i •••

making no objections

to the special master'sfactualfindings ... ",' page 3, line 10-11

ii ...

CV-07-34 ... The

Complaint as original filed and later amended on May 12, 2008 ... " which the
District Court records evidence only appellants' complaint, CV-2007-461 was
amended and because the court consolidated the cases the appellants' amended
complaint was filed by the court clerk under CV-2007-34. Page 6, 26-32 stating:

"1- ... those exhibits contain no affidavits ... " (Attached Exhibits to Objections to

Opinion 2012-112, Exhibit B.27-30) further stating: Page 6, line 26-32 "the
.. , court only relied on Exhibits I through 11 ... Those exhibits do not contain any
affidavits ... Exhibit 12 as hearsay ... which explained ... the assignment was ...
recorded ... on or about February 27, 2009, subsequent to the recording of the
Reconveyances ... ". (Appellants Opening Appeal Brief, page 20-21) With intrinsic
and

extrinsic

knowledge

the

exhibits

1-12

evidence

only

foreclosure

reconveyances from Northwest Trustee Services, Inc. after the appellants paid the
fraudulent demands by the respondents, as evidence in the court records and once
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,20 II)
M. Thomason, appellant, pro-se
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agam m this objection. "Opinion 2012-112, Page 7-8 ... paragraph D and E

.. .Because of the reasons mentioned above in the previous section and
because ... did not provide argument or

authori~y

with regard to this issue ...

attorney fees and costs ... " the Court further abused its discretion when the
Appellants Opening Brief argues not only the issues of Summary Judgments is
only a procedural step, (Judicial Notice: Appellants Opening Brief, page 16, lines

8-18 and page 17-18) and that attorney fees and costs are not appropriate, with
stated arguments and citations to rules, statutes and citing authority, one can only
begin to wonder if the Justices of the Idaho Supreme Court received fraudulent
court filings as the appellants did with the alleged 5 discs, seeing the appellants
opening brief issues are clearly listed as 1.) Did the court abuse its discretion:
which the appellants argued on pages 16-19 and page 25 with citations to court
rules, statutes and legal authorities to 11 separate authorities; 2.) Did the court have
jurisdiction: which the appellants argued on pages 1-3, 11, 19, 20 and 25 with
citations to court rules and statutes, with citations to legal authorities to 14 separate
authority; 3.) Did the respondents have standing to sue the appellants; which the
appellants argued and cited applicable rules and statutes on pages 1-3, 17-20, 24B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,2011)
M. Thomason, appellant. pro-se
485 N. 2'''1 East. 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
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25 with 13 separate legal authorities cited; 4.) Did the respondents have standing to
foreclose upon notes/mortgages; which the appellants cited appropriate rules and
statutes and fully argued on pages 1-3, 17-20, 24-25 with 15 separate legal
authorities cited; 5.) Are the appellants entitled to relief; The cited authorities and
rules and statutes in Appellants Opening Brief and Closing Brief grant the
appellants allowed relief, over 50 citations to legal authority and over 14 citations
to proper rules and statutes; 6.) Did the court err when granting any of its
numerous summary judgments; appellants argued fully on pages 1-3 and 18 with
full citations to rules and statutes being supported by over 7 legal authorities; Did
the court err in ignoring Idaho statutes; page 1-3, 13-20 and pages 22- 25, with full
citation to rules and statutes of the Great State of Idaho and with full citation to
over 19 citations to Idaho rule and 5 citations to Idaho Statutes and 4 citations to
the US and Idaho Constitution, being fully cited to legal authority to over 28 legal
authorizes; 8.) Did the court err in denying appellants rights under due process;
pages 19-26 being fully argued and citing Idaho Rules and Statutes and over 16
Federal, State Legal Authorities. (Judicial Notice: Appellants' Opening and
Closing Brief) Appellant reserves the right to supplement this filing upon any
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,201 I)
M. Thomason, appellant, pro-se
485 N. 2'''1 East. 105-273
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discovery that any portion of the appellants' openmg brief, closing brief: clerk
dockets, clerk discs, and/or respondents' rebuttal brief is or has been altered from
the Oliginals delivered to the district court and/or the Idaho Supreme Court or the
appellants.

VII.

CONCLUSION

The respondents lacked standing to sue at the commencement of the case
and throughout the case, so the respondents and their legal counsel acted
fraudulently, concealing evidence, committing mail fraud, (Judicial Notice, ROA:

Appellants July 6, 2006 filing, "Amended Motions of Fraud Upon the
Court ... pages 1-7 with exhibits A-C; Appellant Appeal Appendix, Exhibit
B.1-3, C.1-4, ) committing perjury, creating fraudulent documents, sold 100% of
their interest in any of the five (5) loans (THOBY, THOBY2, THOBY3,
THOBY4, THOBY5 and the escrow funds and lands securing the loans, divesting
from them any legal rights to sue, resulting in their lacking in standing to sue,
which the district court lacked subject matter jurisdiction since the threshold of the
case, the district court clerk created fraudulent appeal discs, appellants were denied
equal protection under the 14th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution and the Idaho
B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,20] I)
M. Thomason, appellant, pro-se
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Constitution, the respondents failed to properly petition for fees and costs when
they deliberately and wantonly acted in back faith since the onset of these
proceedings, and used the judicial system to facilitate their fraud by committing
fraud on the court and more deliberate, fraud upon the court, including falsifying
United Stated Postal Service Documents.

VIII.

PRA YER FOR RELIEF

The Appellant prays to the Justices of the Idaho Supreme Court for this
Court to:
1.)

Deny respondents' legal counsels' alleged claims for costs and fees;

2.)

Reverse any and all relief granted to the respondents in the lower Court;

3.)

Reverse any and all relief granted to the respondents in the Supreme Court;

4.)

Grant Appellant any and all other legal and just relief as this Court deems

legal, just and reasonable.
DATED this

4th

day of August, 2012.
~,

homason (Decease)
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V.

STATE OF IDAHO

)
)ss.
)

County of Madison
Before me this

4th

AFFIDAVIT

day of August, 2012, the above named person, Marilynn

Thomason, identified and/or personally known to me, upon being first sworn and
deposed does state that she prepared the above document from her own
independent and personal knowledge and the statements she attests to are true and
correct to the best of her personal and independent knowledge and belief, and shall
so testify to under the severe penalty oflaw.
DATED this

4th

day of August, 2012.

CAROLMAE PAULSEN
Notary Public
,statepJ Idaho
~Seal)

t

-

B. Thomason (Deceased Nov. 19,20 II)

M. Thomason. appellant. pro-sc
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Marilynn Thomason, do certify (I.A.R., Rule 20) the following entities have
been duly served the attached SUPPORTING BRIEF on Appellant's OBJECTION
to FEES and COST, served by pre-paid, U.S. Postal Service Mail on August
2012:

Kent Higgins (ISB #3025)
MERRILL & MERRILL, CHTD
P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204
208-232-2286

U.S. Mail

DATED this 4th of August, 2012.
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Deed of T~~; dat~d September 29,2005, to..assertthat SecurityFin~ei8] ·did,not-have standing
to file its foreclosure actipn. Tbatdocwnenl assigned tHe "Deed:of'Ji¥St execute{lby Byron T
and Marilynn T

thom~on

grantor, in favor of Assignof,
a,s.benJ;lficjary,
and recorded on . ..
,.
',

January 24) 2005 ... as Instrument No. 317314;' 1}1e district court held thatE~hibits 1 through
1.lestabUsh that Zions Bank re()ony~y~d all theJnter~st in the 'M~tgnhwnt back to Security _
Financial between JantmrY 24, 200$, and February 10, 20Q6, befQte Security Financial filed its

befor_~ ~~e_ dis~~ enter,edjts Order ~f:ina1 Judgment\ The _
'
, '- . ) / l=X)t
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TI19masons do not qffer

evtd~nce

/~

~.
.....c
to contradIct this holding. What the Thomasons do offer is a ", \§i. $'

-

,

v{ide array of new iss.ues on appeal coupled with lncoherent argument and authority.

The

Thomasons also provitled fros GOl.lrtwith unsupportedac<,iusationsof fmud on the part of
Security Financial. Zions

B~,

and the district court. Therefore, thrs Court holds that the

" district court ~~. P§rS(}fJru::illti~iction in the underlying foreclosure action, and that Security
---:-

----'

'C?i'" ...... '"

Ii\' ~1'

",
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.. -

Financial had standingf!.P.d was at all times during the pendency of this action the real party in
interest.

C.

Th~

nAsta,ctCQ»m,:fJldNOf ErrWben It Granted

Sumln~u7y:J;!l4gm~rlt

SectHityFinatH~hd's

Motion for

The Thon1li$ons c~mtpngAhattht;? district court abused itsdi$Cretion by g(apting Security

FimmciaHs M00.tion? ,for

,StJrnmar:y ·dtiggment

be~aU$e SecurityFln~oial produced only

il)¥imts.~llJe ;h~{!Pi~l; ev.j~»oo ~{Ul~}J~glt;COb:clUSi(jt1$ .Jl's::tf;bMe4,QU P¢~Pt1aJknowledge
.~ ','

,'~" "~.';;

to

made·'outsjde;the:pre~npecof ~l'pgn~lpallt~~'estabUSh;th~t·.ZIo'n,$ B~;r~onvey,ed atlthe interest

ll) the IO~'l;!o

&~·<§t.tn,W51I.;:~p4tl :l1~foNf the pend~t1cy

offhlsaction. The Thomasons finally

state'thaJ thetiistrict,court ,a:01+$~(i' its, 4i$cretion because' Secllrity Fimmcial and the' district court
~tlgag~~lh,ifml!d~

Wbl~il 6xtrim,~¢qtJrtts~«itPr.~ti,qnary

deotsion is review~d on ap~fik,(b:e

appellate court

condt1etsamtlltl,il'~rog.;11iquiry;.to' d~tenuine:
(1)
whetlierthe
lowercourtqorreotly perceived the
.,: ..
.
. -".
.;~\

"

,'

'

issue as Qneof dis~Ketlop;. (~)Whetb~f.the IQwerC.ourtaQted \lJithln.tl1e boundaries of such
discretion~d consistently with any legalstandards applicable to the specific choices before it;
and (3) wlt~ther thecQurt reached it~ d~cision by an exercise of re~on. S~e Lee v.
Nickt?rson{14§~~o 5, 9,;Hl~P,3d4fiJ,47:1 (ZOO 8);

Witfi.rega,rd toSecudtyFinartt?ial's evidentiC\rY claims, the district court only relied on
1

.'"

...,.~~

Exhjbits 1 through 11 when it held that Zions Bank reconveyed

ml of its

interest in the

assignment back to Security Financial. Those exhibits do not contain any affidavits. The district

~ ExhlbH 12~Say, which consisted of a letteHr1~~i~sel for Zions Bank,

which explained that the assignment was "inadvertently not recorded in the records of Madison
County . . . until on or about February 27, 2009, subsequent to the recording of the
''---.---------------Reconveyances." It is unclear just what affidavits the Thomasons are referring to in their
6

.-

To the extent that the Thomasons have addressed
other documents
with regard
to
.
:.'.:,'0.'
:
-'- -;,_ .> :~}:_

this issue, those arguments are waived because they My llP$lipPort¢d by 4t~ellJ anqauthprity.
See Bach, 148 Idaho at 790, 229 P.3d at

1151.Thed.j$trj()iqQwt,gJ1l~ :r~1~¢~. onEXhibits

through 11. Therefore, this Court holds that the claim lacks m~rit.
In addition, the Thomasons' fraud claims

at~

waiyedbeCliuse

argument and authority. This Courtdyclinesto ... "'....,...
accusations of fraud 011 the part of SeClllityFll·.•J'·~'-':"'I~:':-l;:'f;!.~~L
Suits, 1381dahCi at400,64P'3dat3~K / '. . . . .
.
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granted Security Financial's '.Motion.t()t .•'.~
. ." ,'.~~I'''':'\J

'!,...."'!.S.,H

appropriate standip-d w1th •.•· ~.b~•.':f:.,.y:

summary judgm¢~.t.:

~·:s~' e't~'!~1)~,\~~~r,J~(~gml~tJ$]

:~arde~ecUrity F~anci.ll; ~6~il~dtot\ijj,;••f\

.:y . •, ..... .." ',,.

Security Financial asserts that it is entitled to ..

... .

12-121, arguing that then10m.aso·ns brpllght their appeal fri .•· ·~.·,.~y.t"~V
foundation.

Idaho Coqe$~ctibn 12- PJ·ptovides in releyantp~:· \ . .";" ..'. " ; ; ;:,

, ,:,. <~ :.,,\ .

In any civil action) the, judge may award feti$Prtibl¢~~~mt~Y~~ ie~~~ ,: t~f)~~
prevailing party or parties, provided that tIiisse¢(i()rt$nallnot{(all~t,:-:r~~~~t

7
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.

'

1

or amend any ~tatu~which otherwis~ provides for the award of attorney's
fees~

Attorney' s

fee~

are a,warded under thissta.tute only when '11W action was brought or pursued

frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation." Baker v. Sullivan, 132 Idaho 746, 751, 979
P,2d 619, ()24, (1999).
This CQllrtholds thatSecurlty
Fipancial is entitled to attorney's fees on appeal pursuant
- , - '
,'-'

,

to I.e. § 12.,121 PecaWle all of the Th9,rnasous' claims on appeal were "brought or pursued
!

friv()lp"QS'y,~aspmU)ly;\j;trwitAgJJ$,/Q~AAtiQn."

Id geQa~,~~(;mity Financial is entitled to
attQrney;~s:fee~, QP.)?ppeaLiP!lfS~t;tQ 1:(1 § 12~12l; Security-Fihancial'sother claims for
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Byron T. Thomason, pro se
Marilynn Thomason, pro se
Mailing Address:
485 N. 2nd E., 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
(208) 356-7069

JUN - ~ LOO<t
Mp,DISON COU:HY ....~

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
MADISON

SECURITY FINANCIAL FUND, LLC,

)

) Consolidated Cases:
Plaintiff,

)
)

v.

BYRON T. THOMASON, pro se and
MARILYNN THOMASON, pro se,
Husband and Wife
Defendants,

Case No. CV-07 -34
) Case No. CV-07-461
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

BYRON T. THOMASON, pro-se and
MARILYNN THOMASON, pro-se,
husband and wife
Counterplaintiffs
V.

SECURITY FINANCIAL SERVICES,
INC., an Idaho Corporation,
SECURITY FINANCIAL FUND, LLC., an
Idaho Liability Company, STRONG PAW
FINANCIAL SERVICES LLC. n/kla
Byron T. Thomason, pro-se
Marilynn Thomason, pro-se
485 N. 2nd E. 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
(208) 256-7069

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

NOTICE OF DELIVERY
DEFENDANTS/COUNTERClAIMANTS,
BYRON T. THOMASON and
MARILYNN THOMASON'S DELIVERY OF
PAYMENT RECORDS TO SPECIAL
MASTER

)
)

)
)

Consolidate Cases CV-07-34 and CV-07-461
Counterplaintlffs Notice of Documents Delivered To Special Master
10f3

(

v. THOMASON CV-07-34 and CV-07-461
ALL PAYMENTS· CREDITS BY THOMASONS

SECURITY FINANCIAL

1 of 3

VERIFIED WITH COURT FILINGS

Date

CkJEscrow

THOBY

2/25/05

7305

762.00

~

3/24/05

6148

4/15/05 I

6897

I

-7565

5/25/::15 I

7673

I

5/30/05 I

7720

I

6/1/05

Closing Adj

I

6/27/05

7879

5/4/05

THOBY2

THOBY3

I THOBY4 I THOBY5 I Escrow/Trust I

__

'

- - - - _. .

I

rt1

~

7900

I

7/25/05

7899

8/1/05

8127

8/1/05

EscrowlTrust
----

8/11/05

,
772.00

1,395.00

___

8/24/05

-------.=

I 1,395.00 I i i

I

80.00

Ii

772.00

80.00

_

~a.r::.close~te,c~dit~curred

.

~;~~o.oo_______ _.______ . .____ . __ .____
!

-8,548.00

i Escrow adjusted down at closing due to pending sale

~__- . ---:=~I-~f

1,395.00

t.

772.00

I

Loan

4J-r~~;~~) S~~~~;y-;~~:~~__~=~~~

_ _ _ _ _ _ •• _ _ •• ________ ••• ______ _

1,395.00
I

3,625.00

made from escrow/trust to account
--"---.-~.--.----.-

EscrowlTrust

2,240.00

EscrowlTrust

made from escrow/trust to account

772.00

f;~ ~scr~:~~~~: to_:cco~nt

-735.00

made

-772.00

made from escrow/trust
to account
- .------ -- - - --.
"

PaYI1'l_en_tmade from esc~"'/!T:.ust~~~count

1,31
------4------~~~=~--~~-4--------r_-----r---

_~3,62_S.. 0o__

made from escrow/trust to account

-2

made from escrow/trust to account

~~~~-----+--------+------~~~~=-+-------+----

~ayment rnade!rom es~row/trust to account

735.00
-772.00

Payment made from escrow/trust to account

-1,395.00

!Payment made from escrow/trust to account

- - - i - - . - - - - - - . - ---i· ..-.- -------.--

1,395.00
.- _

_______

I

CP \8/;1 /05 Escr~lTrust
i

---._-----

--

772.00

6/30/05 I EscrowlTrust I
7/11/05

._---------

792.00

6/30/05 I EscrowlTrust I

I

NOTATIONS

iitif"""""')--~---

__._

SECURITY FINANCIAL v. THOMASON CV-07·34 and CV-07-461
ALL PAYMENTS - CREDITS BY THOMASONS
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VERIFIED WITH COURT FILINGS

EscrowlTrt
Ic:;t
-_. _ ..... ---

10/1/05

----+-__

3,625.00

2,~__.

Ic:t10/11/05 Ec:;r-rnwlTn
.__......... --

.

I

IPayment rTl ade from~..c:~()\N/!J'uS!~() accou..nt.
-2,240. O~lpaymen~m<lCJeJ~()~~.crow/trust to account

.~,-6~t).00
i

Ic:t _ _ _ _ _+-_____-+______+ ______+_735. 004--:J~~.oo_~paym.~n!..ma~Jr'()rTl_e..~c!:o\N/trustt~~c.(),~unt
10/21/05 EscrowlTn
~:...-=-:..::.:~+10/24/05 EscrowlTrust

~772.
00
f';
Payment
made-from
escrow/trust to account
I
. .- - - --- . - - - - - -. . . . . . - -.. _.-.-

772.00

--. _... .. -. -. I

10/30/05

E~crow/TrLJ~t

11/1/05

EC"'''I'''\\l./rr'''I~+
,",VI"'''' "
........

I

1 ,395.00

I

I 3,625.00 I

-3,625.00
2,240.00

11/11/05 EscrowlTrust
11/21105 Ec:;r-rnw/Trllc:t
n . _ ..... --.

735.00--1--:-735 .00

4/20/()~
" ......

I

CC Trustee

6/2~f()~
........

L

CCTrustee

6,590.51

$J

II 6/~r""'"
.:>IJ"....... I

8777

.I

8/,~n'na.
:iv,vv

I

CP 19/13/06
~

8961

9/13/06

8962/8963

tn'
•

I

-fj

,...

2,790.00

9/1~/n~
'-', ....... I

8966

9/13/06

8967

I

I

4,989.07

1

jAccountoverpaid

I

4,~27.50

I

$4,989.07s.e.~accta~escr<)w

iAccounts were being overpaid. See escrow/trust
iAccotJn~s-",.e.re

2,205.00

I

$4,024.61

'!Account ()~:r£aid by $~:..~~_5:.~_see esc~ow/trust
I,

I

I

I

2575

~10/23/06

2575

735.00

.

i

IAccounts\Nere being oyerpaid:~~e escro.""~trus~

735.00IAccounts_~re~ng overe'3i.9... Se':. escrow/trlJ~3t

___~~ccounts.lNe~e be!f1£l_o-",~rpai~See ~s.()r()""'~trust

I

3,625.00
3,625.00

________JJl._~ounts>llere bein.£l._ove!:pa~d See escrow/trust
IAccounts
were.being
overpaid See
escrow/trust.
.. - - . - .
- - - - -_ ..._.
... -----... _-_.-

772.00

ICk#2575 $6.662.60
'-~-I-

l:-)( R_

1,395.00

~

overr:>aid: See escrow/trust

I

--.--~-

......110/23/06

S" ""ow':t ','

being oV~pai(:L See escrow/trust.:.._

!Accounts "",er.=. being

I

1
1,544.00

I

I

21 ,034.10

8960

I 9/1",na.
••JJVV I

'1,39.5.~~-L.P_mtfrom escr~w/tru~~~~acct. _~al.'. . i~_~.!>.()/~r~t $44.00
I
2,495~~7_ _ jAccount overpaid $2,495:82 Sef'l_.~ct aI'l~es.c:cow

_-+-~,O~~6~"0"",~"d~y

! 14,724.96 ! !

8964/8965

IP,ym,,'-m,d, f",m ""~/tr"" to ",,"01

-772~Jl'aym~ntrn_~deJr'~~ es~o"v/trUst_~o~~c.?unt

.~

2,392.20

I
I

..__

I

I

207,828.18

,__ ! CC Trustee
8776

Ii

I
I

6/27/()~

6/30/06

1 ,395.00

,

!

CC Howell

6/24/06

I

772.00
I

Payme~t..f11_a~ from~..scr().,w~tr:.ust to accou~.t.._
IPayment made from escro""'!!'"lJstto account
i

-2,240.00
made
from escrow/trust-_.--to account
--+1IPayment
-.
. .. ----.-.--.

I

11/24/05 EscrowlTrust
11/30105 EC:::f'rn\A/lTrllc:::t
-_. _ ..... -_.

-1 ,395.00

ICk #2575

$6,662.60

SECURITY FINANCIAL v. THOMASON CV-07-34 and CV-07·461
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VERIFIED WITH COURT FILINGS

10/23/06

2575

10/23/06

I

8566

11/23/06

11/30/06

8566

12/15/06

8725

12/30/06

8725

ICk #2575

183.60

_
ICk #8?6t3_$6,?~7~0
~8566 $6,527.00

I

1,395.00

I
i

3,625.00

~

735.00

-

SecFi refuse~to cash~he~ks

-

------

--

----

Sec Fi refused to cash checks
"-------

-----~---.--.--...

--i::"

ICk #8566 $6,527.00 Sec Fi refused to cash checks

I

I

__________

$6.662.60

I

8566

11/30106

735.00

772.00

8566

11/30106

iI

i
I

2575

_ICk#~~75~~662:~~__

Ii

3,577.00

_ _ M ' _ _ ••• _' _ _ _

0.00

772.00

. _ _ _ _

---~-

'6,527.00 Soc Fi

= 6 7 2 5 !'.085.oo Soc

1,395.00

_ ___________

"f~,,"_t' ""h ,hooks

F""ru,'" t".",h 'hock'

_.
__

C~ #872_5 $7,0850_~J>~~i_r~use~~a!3h check~__ __

.._
I

3,625.00

8725

12/30106

----

735.00

8725

12/30/06

9464

1/15/07

772.00

9464

1/15/07
1/15/07

9464

1/15/07

9464

I

CC Trustee

I

3,625.00

174.00
...

~

E y. f5....1,

Ck #9464 $6,701.00
I----.

-----

- -----------

___

I

57,~36·19

216,788.18

11,97;.5~ I

.-.------..

--

-.-. - -..-

Sec Fi refused to cash checks

-~·-----....

I Cashier"c::~El<:'<. Clo:ing Agent

6,948.00

~

----------"-~-

I

I

.....
--'
......

----

ICk #9464 $6,701.00 Sec Fi refused to cash checks
---~----------.- - - - - - ..- . -

I

141,563.05

r~
0-,- eN

."----_.------

I,Ck #9464.$El,?9.2.~~Sec£:~efus.El9_to c~~~h.El~~_ __

735.00

28,292.71 I 175,818.Q1

---.

.. ___

~946<1:_~,Z.~~0~El9 Fi r~~used to cash ch\~Gks_

I

I

iI

I

558.00

I
ICk #8725 $7,085.00 Sec Fi refused to cash checks

I

I

7/23/07

~.kJl8725$7,0~~00 ~~Fi!_ef~s~~J?_ ca~~~h~cks

.. _

1,395.00

7/20/07 Sale Proceeds

___

._----------

-------

------

I,(Plus)
$5,000 Bond Posted Madison County District Court
---_._--_._--_.--- ..._ - - . _ - - - _ ..__.- ._.-

r- .------ .---..

-----,,-------

1$490,112.50 funds paid by demand NOT OWED

-~--.--.--

Summaty oflliomason's Loan History

:>

Lo.8n#1

(Ongina' A9~me.,t·!lad

.,0 eSCJCw provlslon)

AmtDue
Due Date Date Paid &!!lPar!l
~
$
772.00 02124/05 02125105$
..,
762..00
7305
:>
$
772.00 03124/05 03124105 $
792...00
6148
5
$
712.00 04/24/05 04115105 $
772.00
0
6897
n2.00 05124105 0512S105$
772.00
7673
$
n2.00 06124105 06127105 $
787r)
772.00
$
772.00 07/24/05 (17125105 $
772.00
7899
772.00
08124105
772.00
09l24J05
.. $
. $
772.00 10124/05 "10104105 $ 1.582.10 SFS Esc,ow
$
772.00 11124105

$

10.00
{10.00}

$

$
$
$
$

(10.00)
(10.00)
(10.00)
(10.00)

)$

$

762.00

m.oo

12124105
$
772.00 01124J06
772.00 02124106
$
$
772.00 03124106
$
772.00 04I24JD6 04120106 $ 6,590.51 CashlerCk
772.0005124J06 ..
.. - ... . . __ ......
$
t $' 112.00 . , 0512m06 . '06124106 $- Z;39%.20· .~hi~r OK .
$
772.00 0712410S
$
n2.0D 0812.4105
::
::
-$
772.00
09124106 09f131D1$ 1,544.006962/13963
-'
$
772.00
10124106
~
172.01} 11124106
$
$
772.00 12124106
01124fG7
172.00
~[-)
172.00 02124107
n2.00 03l24J07
.$
04l24J07
$
772.00
05124107
.$
772.00
$ 16,750.tt1
r
-$
21~61B.OO
:>
$

C

.)

J

:

J
J

4J~
')(

:>
:>

....
-

....
1

c
;;::

,

'1

Balance Due
le§l Late Eees

$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

$

$
$

$
$
$

$

1.534.00
723.90
1.495.90
2.257.00
3,039.90
3.611.90
4,593..90
{1,234.61)
(462.61)
(2,m~2Jn)

(1.310.81)
(538.81)
(1,310.81)
(538.81~

233.19
1,005.19
1.777.19
2,549."9
3,321.19
4,093.19
4 1865.19

$
$

$
$

$.

$
$
..$

; ,.

late

Loan f

Fees

Nm
$
$

{10.00}
(10.CO)

$
$

(1C.00}
(14).00)

$
38.10 $

38.10
39.10
3B.10
38.10
38.1Q
38.10
3lt 10
38..1~L

$
$
$

$
S
$
$

$

$

(1t>.OO)
eOO.16
1.572.10
000.10
1,610.2D
2,420.30
3,230.40
4,040.50
4,850.60
(929.81)
(119.71}.

- . -$ f'1;739.~)' '

$
$
$

$
$

$
~

$

:$
$

$

38.10
36.10
38.10
38.10.
38.10
36.10
36.10
38.10
38.10
38.10

$
$

(~29.B1)

(119.71}
$
(853.61)
(43.51)
$
S
166.59
$ 1.575.69
$ 2,3M.79
$ 3,196.00
$ 4,006.99
$ 4,817.09
$ 5,589.09

723.90

!be amount shown due on fhis l>preadsheet Is nottD be consider as
a reinstatement or payortfor tnlsJoan.
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Summary of Thomason's loan His(ory
Lmin#2.
{Oogma' Agreement batt no escrow provision)
AmtPue
Due Date Date Pard AmtPaid
$ 1.,395.00
C4/30fOS 05104105 $ 1,395.00
$ 1~395.00 05130105 06102105 $ 1,395.00
$ 1.395.00
0513010$ D7ff1J05 $ 1.475.DO
$ 1.395.0D
07/30/05 08/01J05 $ 1,395.4)0

..,
:>

:>

$

1,395.00

$

1.395.00
1,395.00
1,395..00

$

~") $
'"

$
$
$
;$
$

$
$
$.

:5
J
J

-

:::

.c",,"-

08J30JOS
09'130105
10130105
11130105

!a.!

7565
7120
7900
8127

.,.OI04IDS $ 2,859.25 'SFS Escrow

'c.4 .

~

...

···1~395:0l)

$
$
$

1,395.00

O9I3f>JD6 09113106 $ 2., 79t>.OO 8964/8965

1,395.00

10/30106

1~395.00

$
$
$

',395.00
1,395.00
1.395.00

11130/C6
12130f06
01/30107
fYlI2JJI07

$

1,395.00
1,395.00
1,395.00

~£J $

,$
,$ 36,27n.OO

-0313l>~

(80.00)
(80.00)

$

$

1.315.00
2,710.00
1,2.45.70
2,640.75
4.035.75

$

5,430~75

$

03130107

04130107
00I30I07

$26.03421

6,825.75
8,220.7S
9.615.75
$
11,010.75
$
(2.319.2.1)
$
.(924,21)
$. "47"0.79'
$.
(924.21)
470.79
$
$
1,865.79
3;260.79·
$
$
4.655.79
$
6.050.79
,$
7,445;79
$
8,840.79
$
1Wl35.79

$
$
$

Loan 2
Net
$

$
$

$

.$

Foreclosure
& Lale
Fees.

$
$

$

1,395.00
1213~J05
1.395..00 01130106
1,395.00 02128106
1.395.00 03130106
1.39S.0tl 04130106
1,395.00 05/30/06
1.395.00
06130/06 06127/06 $14.724.96 Casn1erCk
1395.00
.
0713OJ06·
.
_.. ..
..
.
.....
- ~.

Balance DLle
b~§§ Lllm Eu~

$
$

$

69,25

69.25
'69.25
$,
69.25
69.25
$
69.25
$
$
69.25
$
69.25
69.25
$
$1,611.. 63
69.25
$

$
$

(6IU)O)
(80.00)
S
$ 1,364.25
$ 2.779.25
$ 1.384.25
$ 2.848.5D
$ 4.312.75
$ 5,777.00
.$ 7.241.25'
$ 8,705_50
$ 10.169.75
$ 11,634.00
$
(84.33)
$ ... ':;.379.92

. .. -' f

~t;';74::92··

$ '~.3-79.92
69.25 ,$ 2,844.17
$ 69.25 $4,308.42
$ 6~..25 $ 5,772.67
$
69.25 $ 7.236.92
$
69.25 $ 6,701.17
,$
39.25 $ 'ft>,165.42
69,25 $ 11,629.67
$
~ .. 1~,O24.67
$2.7ea.88

$

-

,...
:>

- 00
....

Th& amoont snown due on lhls spreadsheet Is not to be consider as
a reinstalemeBl or payofffbi' ItIlsicaA.
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Summary of ThDmason's Loal) History ,
Legal &

Loan#3

AmtDue

$

3.625.00

$
$

3.625.0D
3.625.00
3,6.25.00
3,625.00.

$

....,..

$
$

:,) $
$
$
$

Due Dale Date P'aid

08101 IC 5
o.9J01ID5
101D1IDS

11/01JOS
1tlO1105
0'f1011DS
02101106
03101106
041011«)6

3.625~OD

3,625_0.0
3.625J)0
3,625.0.0
3,625.00

..,~

•:.J

.$

$
$
$
$

$

$

3,.218-.60

$

6,903.60

$

$ ,10;S2.8.60

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

$

20~61~~50

3,625.00

$

24,244.50

3~5.00

05f01107

$

27~[>S.50

3.625.00
3.625.00
3.,&25.00
3~625.00

$ 79 75D.OO
T

t'\J
'X.,

06l30J06 $21,034.10

'·1i776

08lO1J06
09lO1J06
10101Jo.6

$
$

$
09/13106 $ 7,2.50.00

--Hio1iOB '11/OOiOS

89661 8967

-.
$-'1,500:00 . TrusfBalaooe .

$
.. $
'$

12101106

$

01/01/07

$

$51.880.50

N!1

$
$
.$

$

07101106

Loan 3

$

02iof107

3,625)0'

$

0.6101106

lale
Fees

$

03/Of/07
04/01/07

$

$

SFS Escl'()w
SFS Escmw
SFS Escrow
SFS Escrow
SFS Escrow
SFS Escrow
SFS Escrow

05ID1106

3.625J)o.
3,625.00.
$ 3,625.00
:$ 3,625.01>
$ ·3,625..00 ..

$
$

08101/05 $ 3.626.00
09101105 $ 3.625.00
'10I04I05 $ 3,625.Cn
10131105 $ 3,625.Dn
1 ,/30/0.5 $. 3,625.00
121l9105 $ 3.825.00
01130106 $ 346.40.

Ck#

14,153.80
(3,256.50}
359.50
3.994.50
369.50
3,994.50
6,11'lt50'
9,744.50 .
13,369.60
16.994.5t)

$
$

$
$

AmtPafd

BalanceOUe
.LiBs late Fees

$

$
$ 3,278~6D
180.75 $ 7,0.84.35
1BO,75 $ 10,890.10
180.75 $ 14,695.85
teO.75. $ (2,532.50)
180.75 $1,273.25
190..75 .$ 5,D79.CO
180.75 $ 1,634.75
180.7SfI ·5.440.50
18'0.75 :1; ... 7,141>.25
180.75 ~) 11,552..00
18D.75· $ 15 r357.75
180.75 $ 19,163.50

$
$
$ 180.15 $22.96~.25
$ 190.75' $ 26,775.{){)
$G!864.~4 $ 37,2SAt.64
$9,395_14

The amoont shown due on Ihts spreadsheet is not.to be cornstder as
a reinstatement Dr payoff forlhls loan,
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Summary of Thomasoris Loan History

Loenf/5
AmtDue

(Original Agreement had no escrow prov.sion}
Due. Date Dale: Paid

735.00 08121105
735.00 09121105
$
735.00
t 0121 105
$
735.00 11121/05
.$
735.00 12121/05
$' 735,00 Q1121/06
735,00 02121/06
{ ) .$
.
$
735,DO
03121/06
$' 735.00 04121106
735,00 05121/06
$
$
735.00 06121/06
$ 735.00 07121/06
$
735.00
OB12:11il6
$
735.00 09121/C6
-$- ·.135.0D_ --101Z110fl
$
735.00
11121/06
$
735.00
22121/06
735.00 01i2.1107
$
735.00 rY.lJ2.1107
$
$
735.00 G3J2.1107
135".00 G4121ff)7
$
$
735.00 00I211D1
'>.
$1f3.110.00
$
.$

F

i."

AmtPaJd

~

101n4ftl5 $ 1)506.25 SFS Escrow

Ba1anooDu9

late

loan 5

Less late Fees.

Fees

~

$'

$$-

(171.25)
(36.25)
(36.25)
(36.25)
(3ft2S)
698,75
1,433,75
2,168,]5
2)903,75

$

3,638~75

$-

$

(253,75)
4B1.2&
1,2.16,25
481.25

$

$'

11J30/t)5 .$
11130/05 $

735.00 SFS Escrow
735.00 SFS Escrow
735.00 SFS Escrow

01113106 $

$

$
$

$
$-

06130105 $ 4>627.50

9177

~

09113/06 $ 1,47().DO

.*

-~.

8960/8961

.-

"

$
$
--,$
$
$

$
$

$

6t361.25

$

$

$ 9,808.75

J

1,21~.?S

1,951.25
2,686.25
3,421.25
4,156.25
4,891.25
5.526',25

$

36.25 $

(735,OQ) -

$

$

$
$
$'
$
$

$
$$
$

_--

$

3625
36.25
36.25
36.25
3S.25
36.25
36.25
36.25
00-.25

$
$

771.25
1,542.50
!$ 2,313.75
$ 3,085.00
$ 3,958.25
$
$
771.25
$ 'f,5¢2.50
$
843.75

--~;~~ c~

1,f?1~~OO-

$

3€,.25 $ 2.366.25
3e.25 $ 3,157.50
36,25 $ 3,928.75
36.25 $ 4,700.00
36,25 $ 5,471.25

$

3$,25

$

616,25

$
$

$
.$

--.-

$6,242.50
$ 6,977.50

The amount shewn dU& on this sp¥esdsheet Is nol to be ctmsider as a reinstatement or payOff for this loan.
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10:53 AM

Security Financial Services, Inc.

Account QUickReport

07/05/06
Accrual Basis

All Transactions

Type

. Date

Num

Memo

Esc Accts
Thomason Escrow
7/5/2005
10582 Setup Thomason Escrow
General Journal
10657 Thomason August Pmt
8/1/2005
Check
9/1/2005
10721
Thomason 3 Payment
Check
10794 Thomason 3 Payment
10/4/2005
Check
10799 Thomason #1 Pmt
10/4/2005
Check
10799 . Thomason #2 Pmt
10/4/2005
Check
10799 Thomason #4 Pmt
10/4/2005
Check
10799 Thomason #5 Pmt
10/4/2005
Check
Thomasom # 3
10/31/2005 10853
Check
Thomason October 21 st Loan # 5 P...
11/29/2005 11566
Check
11/29/2005 11566 Thomason November 21st loan # 5 ...
Check
Thomason December 1st loan #3 Pa ...
11/29/2005 11566
Check
Thomason October 21st Loan # 5 P ...
12/16/2005 11606
Check
12/16/2005 11606 Thomason November 21 st Loan # 5 ...
Check
Thomason December 1st Loan #3 Pa ...
12/16/2005 11606
Check
12/29/2005 11633 Thomason January 1st Loan #3 Pay ...
Check
11667 December Payment
1/13/2006
Check
11702 Thomason #3 Balance of Escrow Pmt
1/30/2006
Check

Total Thomason Escrow
Total Esc Accts
TOTAL

Balance

Amount

34,952.00
-3,625.00 A
-3,625.00
-3,625.00 C

e

-1.582.10 P

-2,859.25 ~
-4,703.00 ;::

f:t
H
-735.00 :r:

-1,506.25
-3,625.00

-735.00 J
-3,625.00 ~
0
0

0
-3,625.00 L-

---

-735.00 fV7
-346.40 /.J
.'~

.--."-~.

-"----_.. , - - - "

34.952.00
31,327.00
27,702.00
24,07700
22,494.90
19.63565
14.932.65
13,426.40
9,80140
9.06640
8.331.40
4,706.40
4,706.40
4,706.40
4,706.40
1,08140
346.40
000

0.00

000

0.00

000

0.00

0.00

-"._'- -- -- --

~

~
,

\

,
",

~
..

'~

---t--

-U

Page

u"\""-~1.1l-}~

'

1 lllrul\..-laL .....H .., j '\ H . ,(..)~ llJi.....
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to'l J

i"'-M

Register Esc AcctsThomason £serol\
From 07/0112005 rruough 07/03/2007

Soned by: Date, Type, Nurnbcr;Rei

Payee

Memo

Increase C

Decrease

Date

Number

07/05/2005

10582

08/0112005

10657

SECURlTY FINANCE Fa.rmers BaIlk Services ."

Thomason Aug ...

3.625.00

31,327.00

09fOli2005

10721

Security· Financial Se... Farmers Bank Sen·ices ", Thomason 3 Pa ...

3,62500

27,702.00

10104/2005

10794

Sectlril)' Financial Se,,, Farmers Bank Services ."

Thomason 3 Pa...

3,625.00

24,077.00

10104/2005

10799

SECURITY FINANCE Farmers Bank Services ." Thomason #lPmt

1,582.10

22,49490

10104/2005

10799

SECURITY FINANCE farmers Bllllk Services ." Thomason #2 P..

2,859.25

IQ h'''':;'
.>,"';
.............. ,v"

10/04/2005

10799

SECURITY FINANCE Farmers Bank Sen·ices ... Thomason #4 P...

4,703.00

14,932.65

10/04/2005

10799

SECURITY fINANCE Farmers Bank Services ... Thomason #5 P.,.

1,506.25

13,426.40

10/3112005

10853

SECURITY FINANCE Farmers Bank Services ... Thomasom# 3

3,625.00

9,801.40

11129/2005

11566

Security Financial Se ... Zions Bank Services [5 ...

Thomason OCL

735.00

9,066.40

11129/2005

11566

Security Financial So,,, Zions Bank Services [5 ...

Thomason NOL.

735.00

8,331.40

11/29/2005

11566

Security Financial Se ... Zions Bank Services [s ... Thomason Dec...

3,625.00

4,706.40

12116/2005

11606

Account

Inv. Acct:Loan Disburs .. ,

Security Financial Se ... Zions Bllllk Services [5 ...

34,952.00

Balance

34,952.00

Thomason OCL

4,706.40

12/16/2005 11606

Security financial Se ... Zions Bank Services (s ... Thomason Nov .. ,

4,706.40

12/16/2005 11606

Security Financial Se ... Zions Bank Services [s ...

Thomason Dec...

4,706.40

12/.2.912005 11633

Security Financial Se ... Zions Bank Services [5 ...

Thomason Janu ...

Security Financial So ... Zions Bank Services

0111312006

11667

01130/2006 11702

Security Financial Fu ... Zions Bank Services [s."

3,625.00

1,081.40

December Pay...

735.00

346,40

Thomason #3 ."

346.40

0.00

I t.

-f (~

J?y (3.
Page: 1

Kent A. Higgins (ISB #3025)
R. William Hancock, Jr. (ISB # 7938)
MERRILL & MERRILL, CHARTERED
109 North Arthur, 5th Floor
P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204
(208) 232-2286
(208) 232-2499 Telefax

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON
)
)
)

SECURITY FINANCIAL FUND, LLC,
Plaintiff,

)
)

v.

Case No. CV-07-34
CV-07-461

)
BYRON T. THOMASON and MARILYNN L.
THOMASON, husband and wife, CREDIT BUREAU ~
OF EASTERN IDAHO, INC., and DISCOVER BANK)

AFFIDA VIT OF COUNSEL IN
SUPPORT OF SECURITY
FINANCIAL'S RESISTANCE TO
) THE THOMASONS' MOTIONS
) CHALLENGING STANDING

Defendants.

--------------------------------)
)
)
)
)

BYRON T. THOMASON, pro-se and
MARILYN THOMASON, pro-se
husband and wife,

)

Counterplaintiffs,

)

v.

)

. SECURITY FINANCIAL SERVICES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation, SECURITY FINANCIAL FUND, LLC,
an Idaho Liability Company, STRONG PAW
FINANCIAL SERVICES, LLC, n/k/a FINANCIAL
SERVICES, LLC nIkIa STRONG PAW FINANCIAL
SERVICES, INC., an Idaho Corporation,
NORTHWEST TRUSTEE SERVICES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation and-John/Jane Does I-X, individualS-Of
entitles whose identities are unknown,

)
)

Counterdefendants.

~

~
~
)
)

)
)

(t:'I-. ·

STATE OF IDAHO

)
)ss.

County of BarU10ck

)

R. William Hancock, Jr., being first sworn on his oath, deposes and states as follows:
1.

I am an attorney duly licensed to practice before all state and federal courts in the state

ofIdaho. I have personal knowledge of the facts attested herein.
2.

I attended the hearing held on August 17,2009 at the Madison County Courthouse

at 11 :00 a.m. concerning the Thomasons' various motions challenging Security Financial's standing
to be a party in this matter. I represented the Plaintiff/Counterdefendants, Security Financial, at such
hearing.
3.

During the course of the hearing, I offered the Court numerous exhibits establishing

Security Financial's standing as the proper party in interest in this matter. The Thomasons objected
to the foundation ofthese documents. The Court ordered that I verify the authenticity of each ofthe
documents I attempted to enter.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 1, is a true and correct copy of the documents the

Thomasons presented during their deposition as the basis for their allegations that Security Financial
is not the proper party in interest in this litigation but rather that Zion's First National Bank is a
proper party in interest.
5.

The Exhibit 1 attached hereto is different that the Exhibit 1 offered at the time of

hearing because the Thomasons pointed out during the hearing that there were duplicate pages in the
Exhibit 1 offered at that time. I confirmed this error and accordingly made a clean copy of the
documents offered during the Thomasons' depositions as the Exhibit 1 attached hereto.
6.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 2, is a true' and correct copy of the Authorization to

Reconvey for the Deed of Trust dated January 24,2005 and recorded on January 24,2005.
7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 3, is a true and correct copy of the recorded Deed of

Reconveyance for the Deed of Trust dated January 24,2005 and recorded on January 24,2005.
8.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 4, is a true and correct copy of the Authorization to

Reconvey for the Deed of Trust dated March 30, 2005 and recorded on April 1, 2005.

\

Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment
O:\66\6639\Pleadings\Briefin Support of Motion for Summary Judgment
Page 2 of4

9.

A review of the Promissory Note attached as the last page to Exhibit 4 reveals that

Zions First National Bank released its assignment of this Promissory Note on or about February 10,
2006.
10.

Attac):1ed hereto as Exhibit 5, is a true and correct copy of the recorded Full

Reconveyance for the Deed of Trust dated March 30, 2005 and recorded on April 1,2005.
11.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 6, is a true and correct copy of the Authorization to

Reconvey for the Deed of Trust dated July 12,2005 and recorded on July 15,2005.
12.

A review of the Promissory Note attached as the last page to Exhibit 6 reveals that

Zions First National Bank released its assignment ofthis Promissory Note on or about February 10,
2006.
13.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 7, is a true and correct copy of the recorded Full

Reconveyance for the Deed of Trust dated July 12, 2005 and recorded on July 15, 2005.
14.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 8, is a true and correct copy ofthe recorded Reconveyance

of Trust Deed for the Deed of Trust dated July 12, 2005 and recorded on July 15, 2005.
15.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 9, is a true and correct copy of the recorded Full

Reconveyance for the Deed of Trust dated July 12,2005 and recorded on July 15, 2005. While
having the same title as the document contained in Exhibit 7, these documents have separate
recorded instrument numbers because they are being forwarded to separate placed after recordation.
16.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 10, is a true and correct copy of the recorded

Reconveyance of Trust Deed for the Deed of Trust dated July 12, 2005 and recorded on July 15,
2005. While having the same title as the document contained in Exhibit 8, these documents have
separate recorded instrument numbers because they have separate exhibits attached. The document
marked as Exhibit 8 has attached the legal description for "Tract I," while the document marked as
Exhibit 10 has attached the legal description for "Tract II."
17.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 11, is a true and correct copy of the Promissory Note dated

July 21,2005.
18.

A review of the Promissory Note attached as Exhibit 11 demonstrates that Zions First

National Bank released its assignment of this Promissory Note on or about February 10, 2006.

Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment
O:\66\6639\Pleadings\Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment

Page 3 of4

19.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 12, is a true and correct copy of a letter dated August 17,

2009 from attomey Michael W. Spence, outside legal counsel for Zions First National Bank, to
Stephen Howell of Security Financial Fund, LLC.
A review of Exhibit 12 demonstrates that Zions First National Bank does not asselt

20.

any claim or interest in the Trust Deeds, the assignments, or properties related to this action.
Further the affiant saith naught.

213+

DATED this

day of August, 2009.
MERRILL & MERRILL,

;;
!

ARTERED

_ J.:)(1f/0 /
. William Hancock, Jr.

dl- day of August 2009.
L1.
~ndLs/),,;C)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
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01.1.

:sa

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

J-

I, do hereby certify that a true, full and correct copy of the foregoing document was this
~ day of August, 2009 served upon the following in the manner indicated below:
Byron T. Thomason
Marilynn Thomason
485 N. 2nd E. 105.,273
Rexburg, ID 83440

[X]U.S. Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ]Ovemight Delivery
[ ]Telefax

10:53 AM

Security Financial Services, tnc.

07/05/06

Account QuickReport
All Transactions

Accrual Basis

Num

Memo

10582

Setup Thomason Escrow
Thomason August Pmt
Thomason 3 Payment
Thomason 3 Payment
Thomason #1 Pmt
Thomason #2 Pm I
Thomason #4 Pm I
Thomason #5 Pml
Thomasom # 3
Thomason October 21 st Loan # 5 P ...
Thomason November 21st Loan # 5 ...
Thomason December 1st Loan #3 Pa ..
Thomason October 21 sl loan # 5 P ...
Thomason November 21st Loan # 5 ...
Thomason December 1st Loan #3 Pa ...
Thomason January 1 st Loan #3 Pay...
December Payment
Thomason #3 Balance of Escrow Pmt

Date

Type

Balance

Amount

Esc Accts

Thomason Escrow
7/S/2005
General Journal
8/1/2005
Check
9/1/2005
Check
101412005
Check
10/4/2005
Check
10/4/2005
Check
10/4/2005
Check
10/4/2005
Check
10/31/2005
Check
11129/2005
Check
11/29/2005
Check
11/29/2005
Check
12/16/2005
Check
12/16/2005
Check
12/1612005
Check
12129/2005
Check
1/13/2006
Check
1/3012006
Check

10657
10721

10794
10799
10799
10799
10799

10853
11566
11566
11566
11606
11606
11606
11633
11867

11702

Total Thomason Escrow
Total Esc Accts
TOTAL

34,952.00
-3,625.00 A
-3,625.00 F7
-3,625.00 (;
-1,582.10r>
-2,859.25 e
-4,703.00 F
-1,506.256?
-3,625.00 H
-735.00 :r
-735.00 J
-3,625.00 K
0
0

0

-3,625.00 l--735.00 fl1

-346.40

A.)

34,952.00
31,327.00
27,702_00
24,077.00
22,494.90

19,635.65
14,932.65
13,426.40
9,801.40
9,066.40
8,331.110
4,70640
4,706-40
4,706.40
4,706.40
1,081.40
346.40

0.00

0.00

000

0.00

000

0.00

0.00

~
-x:
(;j
'-

tJ)

...9

E" ")(

'(?l '" 6
C}\\o /00 - ~a

q

4*a4~)
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Kent A. Higgins (ISB#2025)
Dave R. Gallafent (ISB #1745)
MERRILL & MERRILL, CHARTERED
109 North Arthur, 5th Floor
P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204
(208) 232-2286
(208) 232-2499 Telefax

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON
SECURITY FINANCIAL FUND, LLC,
Plaintiff,

v.
BYRON T. THOMASON and MARIL ThIN L.
THOMASON, husband and wife, CREDIT
BUREAU OF EASTERN IDAHO, INC., and
DISCOVER BANK
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-07-34

PLAINTIFF'S SECOND
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE
TO DEFENDANTS' FIRST SET
OF DISCOVERY TO
PLAINTIFFS

)
)
)

COMES NOW Security Financial Fund, LLC, through its attorney, Kent A. Higgins, and
submits the attached Escrow Withhold Agreement as a supplemental response to Defendant's First
set of Discovery to Plaintiffs.
DA TED this 22 nd day of October, 2007.
..o,;u. "-LL.JJ.,<,

CHARTERED

Plaintiff's Supplemental Response to Defendants' Discovery
O:\66\6639\Discovery\Plaintiffs Second Supplemental Response to Defendants' Discovery.wpd
Page 1

ESCROW WITHHOLD AGREEMENT
Rexburg, ID

June 30, 2005

83440

E'or and in consideration of seasonal income,
~

_iIi?'$,y

and ~~

and Marilynn Thomason, hereinafter referred to as borrower and
SECURITY FINANCIAL FOND, LLC., hereinafter referred to as Lender, hereby
appoints Security Financial Services, Inc., hereinafter referred to as ESCROW
HOLDER, will enter into an Escrow Agreement for the purpose of escrowing funds
in the amount of $
~4., "QQ.oe
to insure timely mor.thly payments of
$3,625.00 for the note secur~n3 the a~+ntioned property for a duration of
one yea!::
J
CO . \)

3Y qt:)G.

It is understood and agreed that the balance of the escrow will be applied t6
the loan principal in the event of an early payoff.
Escrow holder shall have no liability or responsibility for the distribution
of the funds except as stated herein. Borrower also acknowledges
understanding that they will be paying interest on the monies that are being
held in Escrow for disbursement of monthly payment on the property.

DATED: June 30, 2005.

--

A. Settlement Statement

_MB Approval No. 2502·0265
~

B. Type of Loan

1·5. Loan Type Conv. Unlns.

First American Title Company

120654·RX

6.

File Number

7.

loan Number

8.

Mortgage Insurance Case Number

Settlement Statement

C. Note: This form Is furnishOO to give you a statement of a:;tual setttement costs. Amounts paid 10 and by the seHklmenl E>;)oot are shown. Items maied '(POC)" were paid outside this closing; they are shown
here lor infonnalJonai purposes and are not Inctuded in the tolais.

D.

Name of Borrower: Byron T. Thomason, Marilynn Lynn Thomason
7276 W. 3200 S., Rexburg, ID 83440

E.

Name of Seller: Thomason Farms, Inc.
not addressed Rexburg, 1083440

F.

Name of lender: Security Financial Fund, LLC
4950 So. Debonair Lane
Meridian, ID 83642

G.

Property Location: not addressed, Rexburg, ID 83440

H.

Settlement Agent: First American Title Company
Address: P.o.. Box 307, Rexburg, 10 83440

I.
Settlement Date: 0710112005

Place, of Settlement Address: P.O. Box 307, Rexburg, 10 83440

Print Date: 0710112005,2:06 PM
Disbursement Date: 07/0112005

J. SummaI}' of Borrower's Transaction
100. Gross Amount Due From Borrower

101.
102.
103.
104.
105.

K. SummaI}' of Seller's Transaction
400. ·Gross Amount Due To Seller .
401. Contract Sales Price
402. Personal Properly

Con!rilct Sales Price
Personal Properly .
Settlement charges to bommer (line 1400)

226,231.37

403. Total Deposits
73~768.63 . 404.
405..

Supplemental SUlMlal}'

Adjustments for Items paid by seller In advance

Adjustments for items paid by seller In advance

, 106. City/tow~,1axes
107. CoUnty taxes
, 108. AssesSinenls
109~ " .

110.

406. Cltyllown taxes
407. County taxes
408. Assessments '

-

111.
112.
113.
;114.
115.
120~Gross Amount Due From Borrower

200; Amounts Paid By Or In Behalf of Borrower
201. DeposK or eamest money
..202. Principal amount of new Ioan(s)
203. existing Ioan(s) taken subject
204.
205.
206.
2Q7.

208.
209.

.-

300,000.00

409.
410.
411.
412.
413.
414.
415.
420. Gross Amount Due To Seller .
500. Reductions In Amount Due to Seller
501. Excess deposit (see Instructions)

300,000.00

502. Settlement charges (line 1400)
503. Existing Ioan(s) taken subject
504. Payoff of first mortgage loan
505. Payoff of second mortgage loan

506.
507.
508 ..
509.

Adjustments for Items unpaid by seller

Adjustments for Items unpaid by seller

210~

510. City/town taxes
511. County taxes
512. Assessment

Cltyllown.taxes

211. County taxes

'm. Assessments

.• rdit.
-( )"'

--......

•

•

L. Settlement Charge$
700. Tota! SaleslBroker's Commls$lon based on price $0.00 @0.0000'l. c $0.00
Division of Commission (line 700) as follows

701.

File No. 12D654·RX

Paid From
Borrowers
Funds at
Settlement

7D2.

703, Commission paid al Settlement
704.
BOO. Items Pavable In Conne<;tion with Loan
801 Loan Origillation Fee
802, loan Discount
803. Appraisal Fee
804, Credit Report
805. lender's Inspection Fee
SOO. Ivlortgage Insurance Application Premium
807. Assumpuon Fee
808. Loan Fee· Security Financkll Fund. LLC
1!Q9.. Document Preparation Fee . Security Financlal Fuod, lLC
'810.)FsCfOw Holdback for payments· Security Financial Fund, LLC
\~ ::;:i),H. Broker Fee· Strong Paw financlal
. 812. Broker Processing Fee· Strong Paw Financial
. S,13.

Paid From
Sellers
Fundi at
Settlement

10,500.00
295.00
34,952.00
13,500.00
325.00

~14.

luppiemental Summary
00. Items Required bv Lender to be PaId In Advance
,01. Interest
102.
~03. Hazard.lnsurance Premium {or

904.
905.
Supplemental Summary
1000. Reserves DellOsited witl1 Lender
1001. Hazard lnsuran~
1002, Mortgage Insuran~
1003. City Property Taxes
1004. CounlyPrbperiy Taxes
1005. Annual assessments
100ft
1007.
19G8.Aggregate Accounting Adjustment
1100. Title Charileii
· 110.1. Settlement or closiog fee· Filst Arnelican Title Company
· 1102. Abstract or tiUe se.arch
· 11.03, Title examinaUon
1104. TIUe Insurance Binder
1105. OocumentFee
1106. ,Notary Fee
.
1107. Attorney Fee
. (includes above item numbers:) .
'1108. nUe Insuran~ - See supplemental page Cor breakdown of Indlvlduallees and payees
(includes above Item numbers: )
.H09. Lender's coverage $300,000.00 Premium: $1,20.5.00 .
1110.', Owner's coverage $0..00
1111.' Endorsements·,I00/11618.1· Fils! American Tille Company
1,11.2., ..

950.00

'

1,205.00

50.00'

,1113.
1,~14:

1115.

'.'

"

,1116.

1117.
'1200.. Governmlll'li RficordiOll and Transfer CnarAes
1201, "Recordlogfel)s: Deed $12.00 Mortgag\l $60.00 Release $0.00
1202. Clty/cotlnlylax/slamps:
1293. State tax/stamps:
'.
1204.
1205.

72.00

"

.1~,6.

'-.t

1300. Additional Settlement Charnes
1~01. Survey to
1302. Pestlnspectlon to,
""'1""lI I .t.. _ _ .... _l.l ....
I ,_,, __ ..1: ~

11_..l

' I
I

'/ U

, ,r

' I

\
.'

1

APPENDIX EXHIBIT C
COURT andROA
RECORDS
Dated September 18, 2009
(4 pages)
Second -Affidavit-of Nicholas A. -Thomason Regarding
Closing
and Commission
for
Sale of Nelson
Land
.
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Byron Thomason, pro se
Marilynn Thomason, pro-se
Mailing Address:
485 N. 2nd E., 105-273

~~

r--

IU

~
F

illlMNcomr

Rexburg, Idaho 83440
(208) 356-7069

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
MADISON

) Consolidated Cases:

SECURITY FINANCIAL FUND, LLC,

)

) Case No. CV-07-34
) Case No. CV-07-461

Plaintiff,

v.

)
(

BYRON T. THOMASON, pro se and
MARILYNN THOMASON, pro se,
Husband and Wife

)
)
) SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF NICHOLAS A.
) THOMASON REGARDING CLOSINGS AND
) COMMISSION FOR SALE OF NELSON

JLAND
)
)
)

Defendants,
.......

)
.)

,",

BYRON T. THOMASON, pro-se and
'MARIL
y~~
TttOMASON, prO-s9,
.
.
husband and wife
Counterc/aimants
......

...

)
)
)
)

,,"

)

'J

.. v.

"",~"

.

.)
)

Byron Thomason, pro.se
Martlynn Thomason, pro-se
485 N. 2nd E., 105-273
Rexbury, Idaho 83440

..

~=

Consolidate cases: CV"()7-34 and CV..()7-461
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF
NICHOLAS THOMASON

,..i~_IOIiIMIIII!I'_,'.i~,.F¥I,,';"I!I~C'""'* ..;~ 1 ~1~.I!!i~ci' :"I\'li;':'i<'~!"'Ill\';"";'ihi'_~I'; ' ...," .," '_'!; .",.1. !'"",;Ii"'; "",l;/l;'iili<"~M_t!>
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SECURITY FINANCIAL SERVICES,

)

INC., an Idaho Corporation, and

)

SECURITY FINANCIAL FUND, LLC.,

)

an Idaho Liability Company,
I-X, individuals or entities whose
identities are unknown,

)
)
)
)

Counterdefendants.
STATE OF IDAHO
)
)ss.
County of MADISON )

)

I, Nicholas A Thomason, first being sworn on my oath, deposes and states the following:
1.

I am over the legal age of an adult, as defined under Idaho State Statutes.

2.

I am a United States

3.

f reside at 5293 South 4300 West, Rexburg, Madison County, Idaho.

4.

I testify, fully competent to do so, in these matters from personal knowledge.

5.
6.

My testimony in these matters are true and correct to the best of my ability.

7.

I have personal knowledge in July 2005, Security Financial I Steve Howell executed three (3)

Citi~en,

by birth.

In 2005, I was the president of Thomason Farms, Inc.

loans involving Byron and Marilynn Thomason.

I have personal knowledge the three (3) loans have been referenced in the complaint between

.. 8.

. Byron Thomason, Marilynn Thomason· and Security Financial as THOBY3,THOBY4and THOBY S..

9.

I have personal knowledge that a Ms. Nicki Stears, of First American Title in Rexburg did
p

•

•

-

. not sign the cfosing documents or was involved ·in the closing of referenced .loan THOBY5 of July'

.. ' .21) 29Q5, .

. .... . 10.

.

JJJ~ve personal. knowle9ge.. tha.t a Jessica Rueter closed referenced

loan THOBY5 on July

21,2995,
11.

I have personal knowledge that Nicki. Stears was involved on referencelqan THOBY 3 and

. :THOBY4, between Byron Thomason 'and Marilynn Thomason and Security FinancialfSteve HoWell.
,~~",,"~~ ,12. ,.LJJ§ve,p~~sp~lkDo!NIe9a!..~tLQPnJ,Ji.9~Y3"xtilS .()n.qr~~t J\JIY.jeJ2PQ9.witb ~ict9~tears. ,

13.

I have personal knowledge loan THOBY4 was on or about July 12, 2005 with Nicki Stears.

14.

I have'persoii~1 knOwledge 'Ioah THOBY5 was on july 21, 2005.withJessicaRueter.

15.

.,

hav~ person~r kI'lowledge.that dtiring ihe closing on loan THOBY5, the com~issionpapers

were signed and notarized by a Jessica Rueter.
Byron ThcImason. pro-,se
Marilynn Thomason, pro-se
485 N. 2nd E., 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440

Consolidate Cases: CV-07-34 and CV-07-481
SECOND AFFIDAVlT OF
NICHOLAS THOMASON

I was not available to supply this second affidavit, first on August 31,2009, due to my not

16.

being available until Thursday, September 17, 2009.

17.

As of this date, even though Thomason Farms, Inc., I and others have repeatedly requested

from former legal counsel toretum the documents to Thomason Farms, Inc., the former legal
counsels have refused, one (Norman G. Reece) demanding Thomason Farms, Inc. drops charges
.regarqing the Sonja Thomason

case., one (John Avery) demc:lnding over $98,000.00 in cash, one

(Jay Kohler) claims all the records were tumed over to John Avery.
18.

Your affiant saith naught.
'~

DATED this 18th day of September, 2009.

~a:-~-<~,
Nicholas A Thomason

SUBSCRIBED' and SWORN

to me this 18th day of Septeinbe~J 2009.

Notary Public .

. "

~~

Residing At:

My Commission Ends:
. Certifi~
. .. ,

.

:3 ~

- ;:LOI 7

c?- cJ

.. of ~rvi«;e
. .

.

',

,"

'

. . I, Niq,olas. A.' Th9mason,
'certify. .that, a~ .and.' C9rrect
ropy. of my
. dq
".
.
.
. sworn affidavit
' .
had been mailed to the follOwing in the method so noted, this 18th of September, 2009.
. .
.
."
. '.
'.
..
,

"

~."

~

'"

.

,.,.

,

'

'.

,".:

'Dave R Gal/afent

US First Class, :
Postage
Pre-Paid,
Mail
.
..
.
..' .
'.

~

Kent Higgins

.'. Attorney Hancock .

.

"

.'

P.O. Box 991
..

~';':'~~P'"'-'"

_,I'-t,

it·-,

'~,'i1-:k

t~If.ff~.-··~'}";'Il~o' ;.,,~~

PocatelJo, 10 83204

,',

.

Dated this 18Lhday of S¥pbeiilter. 2~_<

~:::-

Nicholas A Thomason
Byron Thomason, pro-se
Marilynn Thomason, pro-se
Consolidate Cases: CV~7-34 and CV-07-461
485 N. 2nd E., 105-273
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
NICHOLAS THOMASON
~~ .... ,. . ~706Q"i'!iliI:I'~1i"~·"" .' '''''"'''~.'''~~ ·"....,~_\,~a·Gf.3 ......··it.w.,,~, ;K. ·,.~I'JIII.j-<C::--.--~~-~-
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Byron Thomason, pro se
Marilynn Thomason, pro-se
Mailing Address:
485 N. 2nd E., 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
(208) 356-7069

/lUG :i I 2009
,

ij

j L""' ! ~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _- 1!~~

!

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
MADISON
SECURITY FINANCIAL FUND, LLC,

) Consolidated Cases:
)

) Case No. CV-07 -34
) Case No. CV-07-461

Plaintiff,
v.

BYRON T. THOMASON, pro se and
MARILYNN THOMASON, pro se,
Husband and Wife

)
)
)
)
)
)

OBJECTION TO COUNTERPlAINTIFFS
RESPONSES TO BENCH ORDER TO SHOW
STANDING WITHIN 7 (SEVEN DAYS)
MOTION TO STRIKE

)
) RENEWED:
) MOTION TO DISMISS CV-07 -34 FOR

) LACK OF STANDING
)
)

Defendants,

BYRON T. THOMASON, pro-se and
MARILYNN THOMASON, pro-'se,
husband and wife
Counterclaimants

(and)

)
) MOTION OF LIMINE
) FRAUD UPON THE COURT (and)
) RELIEF FROM JUDGMENTS
)
)

)

Byron Thomason, pro-se
Marilynn THomason, pro-se
485 N. 2nd E., 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
208-356-7069

Consolidate Cases: CV-07-34 and CV-07-461
JOINT MOTIONS

1 of 26

/' A

Exhibit A 1-50

\\

rvnO_

r /\ ~_

\ \

CLf'-T $

r;;:')('" b - ,

v.

)
)

SECURITY FINANCIAL SERVICES,
INC., an Idaho Corporation, and
SECURITY FINANCIAL FUND, LLC.,
an Idaho Liability Company,
I-X, individuals or entities whose
identities are unknown,
Counterdefendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

COMES NOW the counterplaintiffs, Byron Thomason, pro-se and Marilynn Thomason,
pro-se, jointly yet as individuals to spare redundancy, OBJECTS TO COUNTERDEFENDANTS'
August 21, 2009 affidavits and hearsay exhibits and so MOTIONS TO STRIKE same and
RENEWS THOMASONS' MOTION TO DISMISS Counterdefendant's action, CV-07-34, for lack of
standing and jurisdiction, I.R.C.P. Rules 17(a) and 17(b). Young v City of Ketchum, 137 Idaho, 104,
44 P.3d 1157, 1159 (2002), through fraud committed by "SECURITY" withholding evidence of
sale in 2005 to Zions First National Bank on all the loans, court's action on the fraud by failing to
grant "THOMASONS" requests for motions to compel and proceeded to foreclosure against loans
and order lands to be sold without jurisdiction. Miles at 639, 778, P.2d at 761, Bach v Miller, 144
Idaho 142, 144-145, 158, P.3d 305,307-08 (2007), Standing is a preliminary question to be
determined by any court before reaching the merits of the case.
ISSUE OF STANDING
I.R.C.P. 17(a) and 17(b)
1.

Because the issue of standing is jurisdictional, it may be raised at anytime and it is a

fundamental tenet of American jurisprudence that a person wishing to invoke a court's jurisdiction
must have standing.

Byron Thomason, pro-se
Marilynn THomason, pro-se
485 N. 2nd E., 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
208-356-7069

Consolidate cases: CV-07-34 and CV-07-461
JOINT MOTIONS
20f26

Exhibit A 1-50

Van Valkenberg v. Citizens for term limits, 135 Idaho 121, 124,
15 P.3d, 1129, 1132 (2000), Hoppe v. McDonald 103, Idaho 33,

35, 644 P.2d 355, 357 (1982).
2.

The doctrine of standing focuses on the party seeking relief and not on the issues the party

wishes to have adjudicated.
Miles v. Idaho Co., 116, Idaho 635, 641, 778 P.2d, 757, 763 (1989)

3.

In order to satisfy the requirements of standing, counterdefendants must allege or

demonstrate an injury in fact and a substantial likelihood that the judicial relief requested will
prevent or redress the claimed injury. However, counterdefendants' attempt to show standing
by having opposing counsel, Attorney Hancock, produce an affidavit asserting no personal or
direct knowledge of the matters before this court other than his taking on the representation at the
last hour of the consolidated suits in the absence of his partners, Attorney Higgins and Attorney
Ga life nt.
4.

Opposing counsel, Attorney Hancock stated at the hearing on August 17, 2009, " ... 1am not

informed enough on the issues to respond ... It,

" ...

1 am only taking over while Attorney Higgins is in

Salt Lake ... "
5.

The affiant, Attorney Hancock asserts his defense for the counterdefendants in these matters

has been estabHshed through various documents, exhibits 1 through 11 and a letter fror'h a third
party to a second party through the legal counsel of the counterdefendant in these consolidated
cases, counterdefendants exhibit 12.

ISSUE OF EVIDENCE

"R.E. 801, 403. 701, 704, 803(15)

Byron Thomason, pro-se
Marilynn THomason, pro·se
485 N. 2nd E., 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
208-356-7069

Consolidate Cases: CV·07-34 and CV-07-461
JOINT MOTIONS
30f26

Exhibit A 1-50

F.R.E 701·705 and I.C. 45·1203(1-4)
6.

Whether evidence is relevant or the lack thereof is an issue of law (State v. Atkinson, 124

Idaho 816,819,864 P.2d 654,657, Ct App 1993) and inquiry is two fold (1) whether the evidence
is relevant and (2) determining the probative value was outweighed by unfair prejudice.
7.

The right to present a defense is protected by the Sixth Amendment of the United States

Constitution and made applicable to the states through the due process clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment (Washington v Texas, 388 U.S. 14, 19, 1967).
8.

The Sixth Amendment does not confer the right to present evidence or testimony free from

the legitimate demands of the adversarial system. (Taylor v III, 484 U.S. 400, 412-413, 1988)
9.

Second and Third party evidence is inadmissible if it does not meet the requirements of

the Idaho Rules of Evidence 801, 403
10.

Independent evidence of an alleged agency relationship (evidence apart from the alleged

agents' own statements of agency) are necessary before the alleged agents' out of court
declarations may be admitted.
11.

The Idaho Supreme Court has stated, "The declarations of an alleged agent made outside

the presence of the alleged principal are of themselves incompetent to prove agency ... " Id.
at 429,242 P.2d at 979. In Killinger v. lesat, 91 Idaho 571,575,428 P.2d 490,494 (1967) the
Idaho Supreme Court went further and held, " ... the Court held that testimony about statements
(facts) by an alleged agent of the party was hearsay and held inadmissible against the principle to
prove the existence of the alleged agency (relationship}."
12.

If exhibit 12, THOMASONS exhibit 46-49 of 50, is claimed to be a mere "opinion" of the
'\<.

facts or issues, such is barred from evidence under the Rules of Evidence "Opinion Rule"

Byron Thomason, pro-se
Marilynn THomason, pro-se
485 N. 2nd E., 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
208-356-7069

Consolidate Cases: CV-07-34 and CV-07-461
JOINT MOTIONS
4 of 26

exhibit A 1·50

Mere inferences that other parties might be making other claims to the filed liens in Madison
County, Idaho on February 27, 2009 are not likely relevant but if thought to be relevant are still
subject to the limitation provisions of I.R.E. 403.

1/

A (party) has no right to present irrelevant

evidence and even if evidence is relevant, it may be excluded ... " Self, 139 Idaho at 727, 85

P. 3d at 1121." The Rules of Evidence effectively safeguards against the admission of
"conjectural inferences.

13.

/I

An opinion, as defined in Black's dictionary, 8th edition, are the "thoughts, belief, or inferena

esp. a witness's view about facts in dispute, as opposed to personal knowledge of the facts
themselves, of which is a witness's belief, thought, inference, or conclusion concerning a fact or
facts. FRE. (Federal Rules of Evidence) 701-705
14.

As show by the misrepresented facts regarding the lien releases claimed in opposing

counsel exhibit 12 (THOMASONS Exhibits 46-49 of 50) and the liens not addressed by alleged
co-counsels for Zions First National Bank, the letter purports not to have all the facts regarding the
liens.
15.

I. R E. Rule 701 states "If the witness is not testifying as an expert, the testimony of the

witness in the form of opinions or inferences is limited to those opinions or inferences which are
(a) rationally based on the perception of the witness ... " subject to examination of aI/ witnesses
purporting to assert their opinions to determine the facts in issue, so to conform with I.RE. Rule
704, which states "Testimony in the form of an opinion or inference otherwise admissible is not
objectionable because it embraced an ultimate issue to be decided by the trier of fact. ..
16.

There has been no testimony or claims as allegations of being an expert is the issues

regarding the liens filed against the THOMASON on February 27,2009 for loans allege to be
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paid off, only an allegation that some of the liens attached to certain parcels of land had been
release, yet the issue of the liens being then filed against the THOMASONS personally are not
even attempted to be addressed.
17.

Under I,RE. Rule 803(15) possible exceptions to the rules on hearsay regarding interest in

real property could have applied if " ... A statement contained I a document purporting to establish
or affect an interest in property if the matter stated was relevant to the purpose of the document,
unless dealings with the property Since the document was made have been inconsistent with the
truth of the statement or the purport of the document.

II

The only documents that show the interest

as of September 2005, are the documents that were filed in Madison County, Idaho, 3 1/2 (three
and one half) years after counterdefendants sold "all interest... rights ... " to Zions First National
Bank, and only after counterdefendants concealed the evidence from the THOMASONS and this
court, and only after counterdefendants breached their contract with the THOMASONS to sell land
(NELSON LAND) to payoff all the debt claimed due and owing by the counterdefendants, and only
after the counterdefendants obtained court orders under the color of law through layered summary
judgments, of which the THOMASON were denied their rights to appeal until after a final decision
and only after the counterdefendants obtained their last summary judgment to sell the land

securin~

loans THOBY3 and THOBY5, set for sheriff auction under the hands of First American Title, who
just days before the title report and final judgment files in Madison County, Idaho over $1 ,01 0,000
(one million ten thousand dollars) of liens, not against, land but against the THOMASONS
personally. The stench only gets thicker now with acts that fall under RI,C.O. and that is why the
formal criminal complaint filed with the FBI has the counterdefendants named.
18.

The opposing counsel nor his alleged third party letter to a second party produced no
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evidence of personal, direct or indirect knowledge of the liens actually filed by First American
Title Company for and in behalf of Zions First National Bank nor does any party provide any
documentation that is self-authenticating to show the liens filed by First American Title Company
for and in behalf of Zions First National Bank have been released as required under Idaho Code.
A rubber stamp marked paid, with an alleged date, unsigned, not notarized and not recorded
is invalid before a court of law, Idaho Code SS 45-1203(1),45-1203(2),45-1203(3),45-1203(4)
Not less than thirty (30 ) days after payment in full of the obligation
secured by the trust deed and receipt of satisfactory evidence of
payment in full has been effected ... title insurer or title agent ... deliver
notice to beneficiary ... notice shall be in substantially the fol/owing form
and shalf be accompanied by a copy of the reconveyance to be
recorded.

A reconveyance of a trust deed ...shall be entitled to recordation and
when recorded shall constitute a reconveyance of the trust deed
identified therein ...reconveyance of a trust deed pursuant to this
chapter shall not itself discharge any personal obligation that was
secured by the trust deed at the time of its reconveyance.

The legal title to property is conveyed by deed of trust...
Defendant A v. Idaho State Bar, 1999, 132 Idaho ,662,978 P.2d 222
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694, 704 (1982)

26.

The THOMASONS have been denied their legal and constitutional rights to a fair, speedy

and unbiased trial and/or defense by the layers of fraud, failures by the counterdefendants to com,
surprises, perjury, falsification of documents, etc. After over 2 years, the counterdefendants have
not even asserted or stated who the legal spokes person is for the LLC and the Corporation so
that proper discovery can be conducted, yet the court has set trial to commence within weeks.
Violation under Due Process Clause of the U.S. 14th Amendment.

27.

Such violations of the THOMASONS constitutional rights would result in lack of personal

jurisdiction.

A judgement may not be rendered in violation of constitutional
protection. The validity of a judgment may be affected by a failure
to give the constitutionally required due process .. , Prather v.
Lad, 86 Idaho 45, 382, P2.d 910.
The limitations inherent in the requirements of due process and
equal protection of the law extend to political branches of the
government as well as to the judicial branches, so that a judgment
may not be rendered in violation of those constitutional limitations
and guarantees. Hanson v. Denckla, 357 US 235, 2 L Ed 2d 1283, 78

S. Ct 1228
28.

On or about August 21, 2009, counterdefendants attempted to comply with a bench order

to show standing.
29.

On the 24th of August, 2009 the counterplaintiffs (THOMASONS) received by United

States Postal Service the counterdefendants documents in support of their claim of standing.
(EXHIBIT A, 50 pages)
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30.

The documents listed in counterplaintiffs' Exhibit A 1-50 include referenced exhibits by

opposing counsel in support of his sworn affidavit.
31.

Exhibit A. 5-11, are opposing counsels claimed supporting exhibits consisting of 1 (one)

blank page and 6 (six) documents with a reference number, 352152, on the lower right corner
which coincides with the microfilm number on exhibit A 6-50 located on the upper right corner
of the page.
32.

The authenticity of what was claimed and/or delivered during the deposition of Marilynn

Thomason during the illegally forced deposition on August 17th, 2009 has yet to be confirmed
in light of the fact, as filed with this court on August 25th, 2009, M&M Recorders delivered to the
counterplaintiffs (THOMASONS) incomplete deposition packets.
33.

THOMASONS have twice requested the complete deposition packets plus gave notice to

opposing counsel of the deficiency of the depOSition packets.
34.

THOMASONS OBJECT at this time and until such time the THOMASONS will have the

proper documents delivered.
35.

In the filings by the THOMASONS attached to their MOTION TO DISMISS - LACK OF

STANDING the THOMASONS delivered to this court and opposing counsel certified documents
that included 2 (two) separate filings by Zions First National Bank (ZIONS).
36.

THOMASONS reserve the right to respond to the allegations made under sworn affidavit of

opposing counsel in his affidavit dated, August 21, 2009, line items 4 and 5, when delivered.
37.

Opposing counsel goes on to allege in his affidavit, line items 6, that " ... Exhibit 2 is a

true and correct copy of the Authorization to Reconvey for the Deed of Trust dated January
24th, 2005 and recorded on January 24, 2005. italics added.
II
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1

that we had with the other parties in the counter

2

Complaint.

3

They are in default at this time.

4

properly served notice.

5

Master provided,

6

documentation already provided,

7

for the escrow other than just saying,

8

there's some travel expenses in there.

9

contract that shows anything about travel expenses.

As

I

said,

as

I

they have not yet responded.
They have been

The information that the

have showed through our
is they don't account
oh,

well,

There's no

10

They do not account for the escrow,

11

account for the checks that Security Financial has

12

already admitted that they received,

13

and credited to the account.

14

monies were owed at what time.

15

ledger of checks that came in on some of the checks

16

and based on what they're claiming the amounts would

17

have been due without any supporting documentation,

18

Your Honor,

19

Your Honor.

they deposited

They do not show what
It's

just a general

and that's where we stand at this time,

20

THE COURT:

21

MR.

22

THE COURT:

23

MR.

24

Your Honor,

25

they do not

Okay.

THOMASON:

Okay.

HIGGINS:

Special Master's,

No,

Mr.
I

Thomason,

anything else?

don't have anything.

Mr.

Higgins?

Thank you,

Your Honor.

under Rule 53 (e) (2),

referring to

the rules provide that an action be

1

tried without a

2

master's findings of fact unless pro en erroneous.

3

jury the Court shal

accept the

That would put the burden on the Thomasons to

4

come and show that what the Master did was c early

5

erroneous.

6

evidence,

7

that anything the Master did was erroneous.

8

the records.

9

accounting for the escrow account,

So far we've had only argument,

no

no evidence whatsoever to the Court to show

As I

read the records,

He had

he gave full

he gave full

10

accounting for the checks and I

11

that if it needs to be,

12

because there hasn't been any evidence to the

13

contrary,

14

for.

15

can show the Court

but it doesn't need to be

but it is all there and it is all accounted

Just a mention on this issue of the recording,

16

because as the Court knows if we proceed forward with

17

this,

18

Sheriff and the Sheriff will notice up anything for

19

sale.

20

time,

21

for sale I

22

did,

23

for the Court and confirm what they've represented,

24

but be that as it may,

25

Further objections,

the Court will sign an order that will go to the

I

have not represented the Thomasons at any

but if for some reason we have this noticed up

so I

would be happy to sign affidavits that I
would be happy if they would produce that

the bottom line is we're here.

they have the burden.

We believe

l?xEY3ot~

